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TRANSMISSION LINES AND WAVEGUIDES



OBJECTIVES: • • • •



To introduce the various types of transmission lines and to discuss the losses associated. To give through understanding about impedance transformation and matching. To use the Smith chart in problem solving. To impart knowledge on filter theories and wave guides theories.



UNIT – I TRANSMISSION LINE THEORY



9
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9
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OUTCOMES: Upon completion of the course, students will be able to: •



Discuss the propagation of signals through transmission lines.



•



Analyze signal propagation at Radio Frequencies.



•



Explain radio propagation in guided systems



•



Utilize cavity resonators.



Text Books: 1. John D Ryder, “ Networks, lines and fields”, 2nd Edition, Prentice Hall India, 2010.



References: 1. E.C.Jordan and K.G.Balmain, “Electromagnetic waves and radiating systems”, Prentice Hall of Inda 2006



2. G.S.N. Raju, “Electromagnetic Field Theory and Transmission Lines”, Pearson Education First Edition 2005
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1.1 GENERAL THEORY OF TRANSMISSION LINES Introduction: A TRANSMISSION LINE is a device designed to guide electrical energy from one point to another. It is used, for example, to transfer the output rf energy of a transmitter to an antenna. This energy will not travel through normal electrical wire without great losses. Although the antenna can be connected directly to the transmitter, the antenna is usually located some distance away from the transmitter. On board ship, the transmitter is located inside a radio room, and its associated antenna is mounted on a mast. A transmission line is used to connect the transmitter and the antenna. The transmission line has a single purpose for both the transmitter and the antenna. This purpose is to transfer the energy output of the transmitter to the antenna with the least possible power loss. How well this is done depends on the special physical and electrical characteristics (impedance and resistance) of the transmission line. Transmission Line Theory: The electrical characteristics of a two-wire transmission line depend primarily on the construction of the line. The two-wire line acts like a long capacitor. The change of its capacitive reactance is noticeable as the frequency applied to it is changed. Since the long conductors have a magnetic field about them when electrical energy is being passed through them, they also exhibit the properties of inductance. The values of inductance and capacitance presented depend on the various physical factors are: For example, the type of line used, the dielectric in the line, and the length of the line must be considered. The effects of the inductive and capacitive reactance of the line depend on the frequency applied. Since no dielectric is perfect, electrons manage to move from one conductor to the other through the dielectric. Each type of two-wire transmission line also has a conductance value. This conductance value represents the value of the current flow that may be expected through the insulation, If the line is uniform (all values equal at each unit length), then one small section of the line may represent several feet. This illustration of a two-wire transmission line will be used throughout the discussion of transmission lines; but, keep in mind that the principles presented apply to all transmission lines. A transmission line has the properties of inductance, capacitance, and resistance just as the more conventional circuits have. Usually, however, the constants in conventional circuits are lumped into a single device or component. For example, a coil of wire has the property of inductance. When a certain amount of inductance is needed in a circuit, a coil of the proper dimensions is inserted. 1 
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The inductance of the circuit is lumped into the one component. Two metal plates separated by a small space, can be used to supply the required capacitance for a circuit. In such a case, most of the capacitance of the circuit is lumped into this one component. Similarly, a fixed resistor can be used to supply a certain value of circuit resistance as a lumped sum. Ideally, a transmission line would also have its constants of inductance, capacitance, and resistance lumped together. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Transmission line constants are as described in the following paragraphs. Distributed Constants: Transmission line constants, called distributed constants, are spread along the entire length of the transmission line and cannot be distinguished separately. The amount of inductance, capacitance, and resistance depends on the length of the line, the size of the conducting wires, the spacing between the wires, and the dielectric (air or insulating medium) between the wires. The electrical lines which are used to transmit the electrical waves along them are represented as transmission lines. he parameters of a transmission line are: Resistance (R),Inductance (L),Capacitance (C), Conductance (G). Hence transmission line is called distributed network. Resistance (R) is defined as the loop resistance per unit length of the wire. Unit : ohm/Km Inductance (L) is defined as the loop inductance per unit length of the wire. Unit: Henry/Km Capacitance (C) is defined as the loop capacitance per unit length of the wire.Unit :Farad/Km Conductance(G) is defined as the loop conductance per unit length of the wire.Unit: mho/Km Application of transmission lines. 1. They are used to transmit signal i.e. EM Waves from one point to another. 2. They can be used for impedance matching purpose. 3. They can be used as circuit elements like inductors, capacitors. 4. They can be used as stubs by properly adjusting their lengths. Wavelength of a line is the distance the wave travels along the line while the phase angle is changing through 2π radians is a wavelength. Characteristic impedance is the impedance measured at the sending end of the line. It is given by Z0 = Z/Y,where Z = R + jwL is the series impedance Y = G + jwC is the shunt admittance. The secondary constants of a line are: (i) Characteristic Impedance (ii) Propagation Constant 2 
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Since the line constants R, L, C and G are distributed through the entire length of the line, they are called as distributed elements. They are also called as primary constants. 1.2 THE TRANSMISSION LINE , GENERAL SOLUTIONS & THE INFINITE LINE. A finite line is a line having a finite length on the line. It is a line, which is terminated, in its characteristic impedance (ZR=Z0), so the input impedance of the finite line is equal to the characteristic impedance (Zs=Z0). An infinite line is a line in which the length of the transmission line is infinite. A finite line, which is terminated in its characteristic impedance, is termed as infinite line. So for an infinite line, the input impedance is equivalent to the characteristic impedance. The Symmetrical T Network:



The value of ZO (image impedance) for a symmetrical network can be easily determined. For the symmetrical T network of Fig. 1, terminated in its image impedance ZO, and if Z1 = Z2 = ZT General solution of the transmission line: It is used to find the voltage and current at any points on the transmission line. Transmission lines behave very oddly at high frequencies. In traditional (low-frequency) circuit theory, wires connect devices, but have zero resistance. There is no phase delay across wires; and a short-circuited line always yields zero resistance. For high-frequency transmission lines, things behave quite differently. For instance, short-circuits can actually have an infinite impedance; open-circuits can behave like shortcircuited wires. The impedance of some load (ZL=XL+jYL) can be transformed at the terminals of the transmission line to an impedance much different than ZL. The goal of this tutorial is to understand transmission lines and the reasons for their odd effects. Let's start by examining a diagram. A sinusoidal voltage source with associated impedance ZS is attached to a load ZL (which could be an antenna or some other device - in
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the circuit diagram we simply view it as an impedance called a load). The load and the source are connected via a transmission line of length L: Since antennas are often high-frequency devices, transmission line effects are often VERY important. That is, if the length L of the transmission line significantly alters Zin, then the current into the antenna from the source will be very small. Consequently, we will not be delivering power properly to the antenna. The same problems hold true in the receiving mode: a transmission line can skew impedance of the receiver sufficiently that almost no power is transferred from the antenna. Hence, a thorough understanding of antenna theory requires an understanding of transmission lines. A great antenna can be hooked up to a great receiver, but if it is done with a length of transmission line at high frequencies, the system will not work properly. Examples of common transmission lines include the coaxial cable, the microstrip line which commonly feeds patch/microstrip antennas, and the two wire line:



To understand transmission lines, we'll set up an equivalent circuit to model and analyze them. To start, we'll take the basic symbol for a transmission line of length L and divide it into small segments:



Then we'll model each small segment with a small series resistance, series inductance, shunt conductance, and shunt capcitance:
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The parameters in the above figure are defined as follows: R' - resistance per unit length for the transmission line (Ohms/meter) L' - inductance per unit length for the tx line (Henries/meter) G' - conductance per unit length for the tx line (Siemans/meter) C' capacitance per unit length for the tx line (Farads/meter) We will use this model to understand the transmission line. All transmission lines will be represented via the above circuit diagram. For instance, the model for coaxial cables will differ from microstrip transmission lines only by their parameters R', L', G' and C'. To get an idea of the parameters, R' would represent the d.c. resistance of one meter of the transmission line. The parameter G' represents the isolation between the two conductors of the transmission line. C' represents the capacitance between the two conductors that make up the tx line; L' represents the inductance for one meter of the tx line. These parameters can be derived for each transmission line. General solutions: A circuit with distributed parameter requires a method of analysis somewhat different from that employed in circuits of lumped constants. Since a voltage drop occurs across each series increment of a line, the voltage applied to each increment of shunt admittance is a variable and thus the shunted current is a variable along the line. Hence the line current around the loop is not a constant, as is assumed in lumped constant circuits, but varies from point to point along the line. Differential circuit equations that describes that action will be written for the steady state, from which general circuit equation will be defined as follows. R= series resistance, ohms per unit length of line( includes both wires) L= series inductance, henrys per unit length of line C= capacitance between conductors, faradays per unit length of line G= shunt leakage conductance between conductors, mhos per unit length Of line ωL = series reactance, ohms per unit length of line Z = R+jωL ωL = series susceptance, mhos per unit length of line 5 
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Y = G+jωC S = distance to the point of observation, measured from the receiving end of the line I = Current in the line at any point E= voltage between conductors at any point l = length of line The below figure illustrates a line that in the limit may be considered as made up of cascaded infinitesimal T sections, one of which is shown. This incremental section is of length of ds and carries a current I. The series line impedance being Z ohms and the voltage drop in the length ds is dE = IZds (1) dE = IZ (2) ds The shunt admittance per unit length of line is Y mhos, so that The admittance of thr line is Yds mhos. The current dI that follows across the line or from one conductor to the other is



The equation 2 and 4 may be differentiat ed with respwect to s



These are the ifferential equations of the transmission line, fundamental to circuits of distributed constants.
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Where A,B,C,D are arbitrary constants of integration. Since the distance is measured from the receiving end of the line, it is possible to assign conditions such that at



Then equation 7 & 8 becomes ER = A + B I = C + D (9) A second set of boundary condition is not available, but the same set may be used over again if a new set of equations are formed by differentiation of equation 7 and 8. Thus



Simultaneous solution of equation 9 ,12 and 13, along with the fact that ER = IRZR and that Z Y has been identified as the Z0 of the line,leads to solution for the constants of the above equations as



The solution of the differential equations of the transmission line may be written
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The above equations are very useful form for the voltage and current at any point on a transmission line. After simplifying the above equations we get the final and very useful form of equations for voltage and current at any point on a k=line, and are solutions to the wave equation.



This results indicates two solutions, one for the plus sign and the other for the minus sign before the radical. The solution of the differential; equations are 1.3 WAVELENGTH, VELOCITY OF PROPAGATION. Wave propagation is any of the ways in which waves travel. With respect to the direction of the oscillation relative to the propagation direction, we can distinguish between longitudinal wave and transverse waves. For electromagnetic waves, propagation may occur in a vacuum as well as in a material medium. Other wave types cannot propagate through a vacuum and need a transmission medium to exist. Wavelength The distance the wave travels along the line while the phase angle is changed through 2Π radians is called wavelength. λ =2п/ ß The change of 2п in phase angle represents one cycle in time and occurs in a distance of one wavelength, λ= v/f VeIocity V= f λ V=ω/ ß This is the velocity of propagation along the line based on the observation of the change in the phase angle along the line. It is measured in miles/second if ß is in radians per meter. We know that Z = R + j ωL Y= G+j ωC Then 8 
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Squaring on both sides α + 2 jαβ - β = RG -



LC + j



(LG + RC)



Equating real parts and imaginary parts we get



And the equation for ß is



In a perfect line R=0 and G = 0 , Then the above equation would be And the velocity of propagation for such an ideal line is given by



Thus the above equation showing that the line parameter values fix the velocity of propagation.



1.4 WAVEFORM DISTORTION. Waveform Distortion: Signal transmitted over lines are normally complex and consists of many frequency components. For ideal transmission, the waveform at the line-receiving end must be the same as the waveform of the original input signal. The condition requires that all frequencies have the same attenuation and the same delay caused by a finite phase velocity or velocity of propagation. When these conditions are not satisfied, distortion exists. The distortions occurring in the transmission line are called waveform distortion or line distortion. Waveform distortion is of two types: a) Frequency distortion b) Phase or Delay Distortion. a) Frequency distortion: In general, the attenuation function is a function of frequency. Attenuation function specifies the attenuation or loss incurred in the line while the signal is propagating.
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When a signal having many frequency components are transmitted along the line, all the frequencies will not have equal attenuation and hence the received end waveform will not be identical with the input waveform at the sending end because each frequency is having different attenuation. This type of distortion is called frequency distortion. That is, when the attenuation constant is not a function of frequency, frequency distortion does not exist on transmission lines. In order to reduce frequency distortion occurring in the line, a) The attenuation constant should be made independent of frequency. b) By using equalizers at the line terminals which minimize the frequency distortion. Equalizers are networks whose frequency and phase characteristics are adjusted to be inverse to those of the lines, which result in a uniform frequency response over the desired frequency band, and hence the attenuation is equal for all the frequencies. b) Delay distortion: When a signal having many frequency components are transmitted along the line, all the frequencies will not have same time of transmission, some frequencies being delayed more than others. So the received end waveform will not be identical with the input waveform at the sending end because some frequency components will be delayed more than those of other frequencies. This type of distortion is called phase or delay distortion. It is that type of distortion in which the time required to transmit the various frequency components over the line and the consequent delay is not a constant. This is, when velocity is independent of frequency, delay distortion does not exist on the lines. In general, the phase function is a function of frequency. Since v= ω / β, it will be independent of frequency only when β is equal to a constant multiplied by ω . In order to reduce frequency distortion occurring in the line, a) The phase constant _ should be made dependent of frequency. b) The velocity of propagation is independent of frequency. c) By using equalizers at the line terminals which minimize the frequency distortion. Therefore, we conclude that a transmission line will have neither delay nor frequency distortion only if α is independent of frequency and β should be a function of frequency. The value of the attenuation constant α has been determined that



In general α is a function of frequency. All the frequencies transmitted on a line will then not be attenuated equally. A complex applied voltage, such as voice voltage containing 10 
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many frequencies, will not have all frequencies transmitted with equal attenuation, and the received for will be identical with the input waveform at the sending end. This variation ic=s known as frequency distortion. Phase Distortion All the frequencies applied to a transmission line will not have the same time of transmission, some frequencies delayed more than the others. For an applied voice voltage waves the received waves will not be identical with the input wave form at the receiving end, since some components will be delayed more than those of the other frequencies. This phenomenon is known as delay or phase distortion. The of propagation has been stated that



It is apparent that ω and β do not both involve frequency in same manner and that the velocity of propagation will in general be some function of frequency. Frequency distortion is reduced in the transmission of high quality radio broadcast programs over wire line by use of equalizers at line terminals These circuits are networks whose frequency and phase characteristics are adjusted to be inverse to those of the lines, resulting in an overall uniform frequency response over the desired frequency band. Delay distortion is relatively minor importance to voice and music transmission because of the characteristics of ear. It can be very series in circuits intended for picture transmission, and applications of the co axial cable have been made to over come the difficulty. In such cables the internal inductance is low at high frequencies because of skinn effect, the resistance small because of the large conductors, and capacitance and leakance are small because of the use of air dielectric with a minimum spacers. The velocity of propagation is raised and made more nearly equal for all frequencies. 1.5 THE DISTORTION LESS LINE. It is desirable, however to know the condition on the line parameters that allows propagation without distortion. The line having parameters satisfy this condition is termed as a distortion less line. The condition for a distortion less line was first investigated by Oliver Heaviside. Distortion less condition can help in designing new lines or modifying old ones to minimize distortion. A line, which has neither frequency distortion nor phase distortion is called a distortion less line.
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Condition for a distortion less line The condition for a distortion less line is RC=LG. Also, a) The attenuation constant _ should be made independent of frequency. α = RG b) The phase constant _ should be made dependent of frequency. β = ω LC c) The velocity of propagation is independent of frequency. V=1 / LC For the telephone cable to be distortion less line, the inductance value should be increased by placing lumped inductors along the line. For a perfect line, the resistance and the leakage conductance value were neglected. The conditions for a perfect line are R=G=0. Smooth line is one in which the load is terminated by its characteristic impedance and no reflections occur in such a line. It is also called as flat line. The distortion Less Iine If a line is to have neither frequency nor delay distortion, then attenuation constant and velocity of propagation cannot be function of frequency. Then the phase constant be a direct fuction of frequency



The above equation shows that if the the term under the second radical be reduced to equal Then the required condition for ß is obtained. Expanding the term under the internal radical and forcing the equality gives This reduces to



Therefore the condition that will make phase constant a direct form is LG = CR A hypothetical line might be built to fulfill this condition. The line would then have a value of ß obtained by use of the above equation. Already we know that the formula for the phase constant β = LC Then the velocity of propagation will be v = 1/ LC This is the same for the all frequencies, thus eliminating the delay distortion. May be made independent of frequency if the term under the internal radical is forced to reduce to (RG + LC)2 Analysis shows that the condition for the distortion less line LG = CR , will produce the desired result, so that it is possible to make attenuation constant and velocity independent 12 
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of frequency simultaneously. Applying the condition LG= RC to the expression for the attenuation gives α = RG This is the independent of frequency, thus eliminating frequency distortion on a line. To achieve LG = CR L=R CG Require a very large value of L, since G is small. If G is intentionally increased, attenuation are increased, resulting in poor line efficiency. To reduce R raises the size and cost of the conductors above economic limits, so that the hypothetical results cannot be achieved. Propagation constant is as the natural logarithm of the ratio of the sending end current or voltage to the receiving end current or voltage of the line. It gives the manner in the wave is propagated along a line and specifies the variation of voltage and current in the line as a function of distance. Propagation constant is a complex quantity and is expressed as γ= α + j β. The real part is called the attenuation constant, whereas the imaginary part of propagation constant is called the phase constant.



1.6 LOADING AND DIFFERENT METHODS OF LOADING In ordinary telephone cables, the wires are insulated with paper and twisted in pairs, therefore there will not be flux linkage between the wires, which results in negligible inductance, and conductance. If this is the case, there occurs frequency and phase distortion in the line. Quarter wave length For the case where the length of the line is one quarter wavelength long, or an odd multiple of a quarter wavelength long, the input impedance becomes



Matched load Another special case is when the load impedance is equal to the characteristic impedance of the line (i.e. the line is matched), in which case the impedance reduces to the characteristic impedance of the line so that
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For all l and all λ. Short : For the case of a shorted load (i.e. ZL = 0), the input impedance is purely imaginary and a periodic function of position and wavelength (frequency)



Open: For the case of an open load (i.e imaginary and periodic



), the input impedance is once again



1.7 LINE NOT TERMINATED IN ZO The insertion loss of a line or network is defined as the number of nepers or decibels by which the current in the load is changed by the insertion . Insertion loss=Current flowing in the load without insertion of the Network Current flowing in the load with insertion of the network. Coaxial cable Coaxial lines confine the electromagnetic wave to the area inside the cable, between the center conductor and the shield. The transmission of energy in the line occurs totally through the dielectric inside the cable between the conductors. Coaxial lines can therefore be bent and twisted (subject to limits) without negative effects, and they can be strapped to conductive supports without inducing unwanted currents in them. In radio-frequency applications up to a few gigahertz, the wave propagates in the transverse electric and magnetic mode (TEM) only, which means that the electric and magnetic fields are both perpendicular to the direction of propagation (the electric field is radial, and the magnetic field is circumferential). However, at frequencies for which the wavelength (in the dielectric) is significantly shorter than the circumference of the cable, transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) waveguide modes can also propagate. When more than one mode can exist, bends and other irregularities in the cable geometry can cause power to be transferred from one mode to another. The most common use for coaxial cables is for television and other signals with bandwidth of multiple megahertz. In the middle 20th century they carried long distance telephone connections. Microstrip A microstrip circuit uses a thin flat conductor which is parallel to a ground plane. Microstrip can be made by having a strip of copper on one side of a printed circuit board (PCB) or ceramic substrate while the other side is a continuous ground plane. The width of the strip, the thickness of the insulating layer (PCB or ceramic) and the dielectric constant of
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the insulating layer determine the characteristic impedance. Microstrip is an open structure whereas coaxial cable is a closed structure. Stripline A stripline circuit uses a flat strip of metal which is sandwiched between two parallel ground planes. The insulating material of the substrate forms a dielectric. The width of the strip, the thickness of the substrate and the relative permittivity of the substrate determine the characteristic impedance of the strip which is a transmission line. Balanced lines A balanced line is a transmission line consisting of two conductors of the same type, and equal impedance to ground and other circuits. There are many formats of balanced lines, amongst the most common are twisted pair, star quad and twin-lead. Twisted pair Twisted pairs are commonly used for terrestrial telephone communications. In such cables, many pairs are grouped together in a single cable, from two to several thousand. The format is also used for data network distribution inside buildings, but in this case the cable used is more expensive with much tighter controlled parameters and either two or four pairs per cable. Single-wire line Unbalanced lines were formerly much used for telegraph transmission, but this form of communication has now fallen into disuse. Cables are similar to twisted pair in that many cores are bundled into the same cable but only one conductor is provided per circuit and there is no twisting. All the circuits on the same route use a common path for the return current (earth return). There is a power transmission version of single-wire earth return in use in many locations. Waveguide Waveguides are rectangular or circular metallic tubes inside which an electromagnetic wave is propagated and is confined by the tube. Waveguides are not capable of transmitting the transverse electromagnetic mode found in copper lines and must use some other mode. Consequently, they cannot be directly connected to cable and a mechanism for launching the waveguide mode must be provided at the interface.



1.8 REFLECTION COEFFICIENT Reflection coefficient The reflection coefficient is used in physics and electrical engineering when wave propagation in a medium containing discontinuities is considered. A reflection coefficient 15 
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describes either the amplitude or the intensity of a reflected wave relative to an incident wave. The reflection coefficient is closely related to the transmission coefficient. Reflection occurs because of the following cases: 1) when the load end is open circuited 2) when the load end is short-circuited 3) when the line is not terminated in its characteristic impedance. When the line is either open or short circuited, then there is not resistance at the receiving end to absorb all the power transmitted from the source end. Hence all the power incident on the load gets completely reflected back to the source causing reflections in the line. When the line is terminated in its characteristic impedance, the load will absorb some power and some will be reflected back thus producing reflections. Reflection Coefficient can be defined as the ratio of the reflected voltage to the incident voltage at the receiving end of the line Reflection Coefficient K=Reflected Voltage at load /Incident voltage at the load. K=Vr/Vi Telecommunications In telecommunications, the reflection coefficient is the ratio of the amplitude of the reflected wave to the amplitude of the incident wave. In particular, at a discontinuity in a transmission line, it is the complex ratio of the electric field strength of the reflected wave (E − ) to that of the incident wave (E + ). This is typically represented with a Γ (capital gamma) and can be written as : The reflection coefficient may also be established using other field or circuit quantities. The reflection coefficient can be given by the equations below, where ZS is the impedance toward the source, ZL is the impedance toward the load:



Simple circuit configuration showing measurement location of reflection coefficient.



Notice that a negative reflection coefficient means that the reflected wave receives a 180°, or π, phase shift.
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The absolute magnitude (designated by vertical bars) of the reflection coefficient can be calculated from the standing wave ratio, SWR:



1.9 CALCULATION OF CURRENT, VOLTAGE, POWER DELIVERED AND EFFICIENCY OF TRANSMISSION Voltage and Current ratios In order to simplify calculations, sinusoidal voltage and current waves are commonly represented as complex-valued functions of time denoted as v and I



Impedance is defined as the ratio of these quantities



Substituting these into Ohm's law we have



Noting that this must hold for all t, we may equate the magnitudes and phases to obtain



The magnitude equation is the familiar Ohm's law applied to the voltage and current amplitudes, while the second equation defines the phase relationship. Validity of complex representation This representation using complex exponentials may be justified by noting that (by Euler's formula):
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i.e. a real-valued sinusoidal function (which may represent our voltage or current waveform) may be broken into two complex-valued functions.



By the principle of superposition, we may analyze the behavior of the sinusoid on the left-hand side by analyzing the behavior of the two complex terms on the right-hand side. Given the symmetry, we only need to perform the analysis for one right-hand term; the results will be identical for the other. At the end of any calculation, we may return to realvalued sinusoids by further noting that



Phasors A phasor is a constant complex number, usually expressed in exponential form, representing the complex amplitude (magnitude and phase) of a sinusoidal function of time. Phasors are used by electrical engineers to simplify computations involving sinusoids, where they can often reduce a differential equation problem to an algebraic one. The impedance of a circuit element can be defined as the ratio of the phasor voltage across the element to the phasor current through the element, as determined by the relative amplitudes and phases of the voltage and current. This is identical to the definition from Ohm's law given above, recognizing that the factors of cancel. Power quantities When referring to measurements of power or intensity, a ratio can be expressed in decibels by evaluating ten times the base-10 logarithm of the ratio of the measured quantity to the reference level. Thus, if L represents the ratio of a power value P1 to another power value P0, then LdB represents that ratio expressed in decibels and is calculated using the formula:



P1 and P0 must have the same dimension, i.e. they must measure the same type of quantity, and the same units before calculating the ratio: however, the choice of scale for this common unit is irrelevant, as it changes both quantities by the same factor, and thus cancels in the ratio—the ratio of two quantities is scale-invariant. Note that if P1 = P0 in the above equation, then LdB = 0. If P1 is greater than P0 then LdB is positive; if P1 is less than P0 then LdB is negative. Rearranging the above equation gives the following formula for P1 in terms of P0 and LdB:
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Since a bel is equal to ten decibels, the corresponding formulae for measurement in bels (LB) are



1.10



INPUT AND TRANSFER IMPEDANCE:



If the load impedance is not equal to the source impedance, then all the power that are transmitted from the source will not reach the load end and hence some power is wasted. This is represented as impedance mismatch condition. So for proper maximum power transfer, the impedances in the sending and receiving end are matched. This is called impedance matching. Stepped transmission line



A simple example of stepped transmission line consisting of three segments. Stepped transmission line is used for broad range impedance matching. It can be considered as multiple transmission line segments connected in serial, with the characteristic impedance of each individual element to be, Z0,i. And the input impedance can be obtained from the successive application of the chain relation.



where βi is the wave number of the ith transmission line segment and li is the length of this segment, and Zi is the front-end impedance that loads the ith segment. The impedance transformation circle along a transmission line whose characteristic impedance Z0,i is smaller than that of the input cable Z0.
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Conversely, if Z0,i > Z0, the impedance curve should be off-centered towards the +x axis.



And as a result, the impedance curve is off-centered towards the -x axis. Because the characteristic impedance of each transmission line segment Z0,i is often different from that of the input cable Z0, the impedance transformation circle is off centered along the x axis of the Smith Chart whose impedance representation is usually normalized against Z0. 1.11



OPEN AND SHORT CIRCUITED LINES



As limited cases it is convenient to consider lines terminated in open circuit or short circuit, that is with ZR = ∞or ZR =0. The input impedance of a line of length l is And for the short circuit case ZR =0., so that Zs = Z0 tanh γl Before the open circuit case is considered, the input impedance should be written. The input impedance of the open circuited line of length l, with ZR = ∞, is Zoc = Z0 coth γl By multiplying the above two equations it can be seen that Z0 = ZocZsc This is the same result as was obtained for a lumped network. The above equation supplies a very valuable means of experimentally determining the value of z0 of a line. Also from the same two equations
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Use of this equation in experimental work requires the determination of the hyperbolic tangent of a complex angle. If tanh γl = tah(α + jβ )l = U + jV Then it can be shown that



The value of β is uncertain as to quadrant. Its proper value may be selected if the approximate velocity of propagation is known. 1.12



REFLECTION FACTOR AND REFLECTION LOSS



Reflection Loss: It is defined as the number of nepers or decibels by which the current in the load under image matched conditions would exceed the current actually flowing in the load.



Reflection Factor: The term K denotes the reflection factor. This ratio indicates the change in current in the load due to reflection at the mismatched junction and is called the reflection factor.



Insertion Loss: Insertion loss of the line or network is defined as the number of nepers or decibels by which the current in the load is changed by the insertion.



-----------
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2.1 TRANSMISSION LINE EQUATIONS A RADIO FREQUENCIES There are two main forms of line at high frequency, namely • • • • •



Open wire line Coaxial line At Radio Frequency G may be considered zero Skin effect is considerable Due to skin effect L>>R



Coaxial cable is used as a transmission line for radio frequency signals, in applications such as connecting radio transmitters and receivers with their antennas, computer network (Internet) connections, and distributing cable television signals. One advantage of coax over other types of transmission line is that in an ideal coaxial cable the electromagnetic field carrying the signal exists only in the space between the inner and outer conductors. This allows coaxial cable runs to be installed next to metal objects such as gutters without the power losses that occur in other transmission lines, and provides protection of the signal from external electromagnetic interference. Coaxial cable differs from other shielded cable used for carrying lower frequency signals such as audio signals, in that the dimensions of the cable are controlled to produce a repeatable and predictable conductor spacing needed to function efficiently as a radio frequency transmission line.



Coaxial cable cutaway Like any electrical power cord, coaxial cable conducts AC electric current between locations. Like these other cables, it has two conductors, the central wire and the tubular shield. At any moment the current is traveling outward from the source in one of the conductors, and returning in the other. However, since it is alternating current, the current reverses direction many times a second. Coaxial cable differs from other cable because it is designed to carry radio frequency current. This has a frequency much higher than the 50 or 60 Hz used in mains (electric power) cables, reversing direction millions to billions of times per second. Like other types of radio transmission line, this requires special construction to prevent power losses: 22 
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If an ordinary wire is used to carry high frequency currents, the wire acts as an antenna, and the high frequency currents radiate off the wire as radio waves, causing power losses. To prevent this, in coaxial cable one of the conductors is formed into a tube and encloses the other conductor. This confines the radio waves from the central conductor to the space inside the tube. To prevent the outer conductor, or shield, from radiating, it is connected to electrical ground, keeping it at a constant potential. The dimensions and spacing of the conductors must be uniform. Any abrupt change in the spacing of the two conductors along the cable tends to reflect radio frequency power back toward the source, causing a condition called standing waves. This acts as a bottleneck, reducing the amount of power reaching the destination end of the cable. To hold the shield at a uniform distance from the central conductor, the space between the two is filled with a semirigid plastic dielectric. Manufacturers specify a minimum bend radius[2] to prevent kinks that would cause reflections. The connectors used with coax are designed to hold the correct spacing through the body of the connector. Each type of coaxial cable has a characteristic impedance depending on its dimensions and materials used, which is the ratio of the voltage to the current in the cable. In order to prevent reflections at the destination end of the cable from causing standing waves, any equipment the cable is attached to must present an impedance equal to the characteristic impedance (called 'matching'). Thus the equipment "appears" electrically similar to a continuation of the cable, preventing reflections. Common values of characteristic impedance for coaxial cable are 50 and 75 ohms. Description Coaxial cable design choices affect physical size, frequency performance, attenuation, power handling capabilities, flexibility, strength and cost. The inner conductor might be solid or stranded; stranded is more flexible. To get better high-frequency performance, the inner conductor may be silver plated. Sometimes copper-plated iron wire is used as an inner conductor. The insulator surrounding the inner conductor may be solid plastic, a foam plastic, or may be air with spacers supporting the inner wire. The properties of dielectric control some electrical properties of the cable. A common choice is a solid polyethylene (PE) insulator, used in lower-loss cables. Solid Teflon (PTFE) is also used as an insulator. Some coaxial lines use air (or some other gas) and have spacers to keep the inner conductor from touching the shield. Many conventional coaxial cables use braided copper wire forming the shield. This allows the cable to be flexible, but it also means there are gaps in the shield layer, and the inner dimension of the shield varies slightly because the braid cannot be flat. Sometimes the braid is silver plated. For better shield performance, some cables have a double-layer shield. The shield might be just two braids, but it is more common now to have a thin foil shield covered by a wire braid. Some cables may invest in more than two shield layers, such as "quad-shield" which uses four alternating layers of foil and braid. Other shield designs sacrifice flexibility for better performance; some shields are a solid metal tube. Those cables 23 
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cannot take sharp bends, as the shield will kink, causing losses in the cable. For high power radio-frequency transmission up to about 1 GHz coaxial cable with a solid copper outer conductor is available in sizes of 0.25 inch upwards. The outer conductor is rippled like a bellows to permit flexibility and the inner conductor is held in position by a plastic spiral to approximate an air dielectric. Coaxial cables require an internal structure of an insulating (dielectric) material to maintain the spacing between the center conductor and shield. The dielectric losses increase in this order: Ideal dielectric (no loss), vacuum, air, Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polyethylene foam, and solid polyethylene. A low relative permittivity allows for higher frequency usage. An inhomogeneous dielectric needs to be compensated by a non-circular conductor to avoid current hot-spots. Most cables have a solid dielectric; others have a foam dielectric which contains as much air as possible to reduce the losses. Foam coax will have about 15% less attenuation but can absorb moisture—especially at its many surfaces—in humid environments, increasing the loss. Stars or spokes are even better but more expensive. Still more expensive were the air spaced coaxials used for some inter-city communications in the middle 20th Century. The center conductor was suspended by polyethylene discs every few centimeters. In a miniature coaxial cable such as an RG-62 type, the inner conductor is supported by a spiral strand of polyethylene, so that an air space exists between most of the conductor and the inside of the jacket. The lower dielectric constant of air allows for a greater inner diameter at the same impedance and a greater outer diameter at the same cutoff frequency, lowering ohmic losses. Inner conductors are sometimes silver plated to smooth the surface and reduce losses due to skin effect. A rough surface prolongs the path for the current and concentrates the current at peaks and thus increases ohmic losses. The insulating jacket can be made from many materials. A common choice is PVC, but some applications may require fire-resistant materials. Outdoor applications may require the jacket to resist ultraviolet light and oxidation. For internal chassis connections the insulating jacket may be omitted. The ends of coaxial cables are usually made with RF connectors. Open wire transmission lines have the property that the electromagnetic wave propagating down the line extends into the space surrounding the parallel wires. These lines have low loss, but also have undesirable characteristics. They cannot be bent, twisted or otherwise shaped without changing their characteristic impedance, causing reflection of the signal back toward the source. They also cannot be run along or attached to anything conductive, as the extended fields will induce currents in the nearby conductors causing unwanted radiation and detuning of the line. Coaxial lines solve this problem by confining the electromagnetic wave to the area inside the cable, between the center conductor and the shield. The transmission of energy in the line occurs totally through the dielectric inside the cable between the conductors. Coaxial lines can therefore be bent and moderately twisted without negative effects, and they can be strapped to conductive supports without inducing 24 
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unwanted currents in them. In radio-frequency applications up to a few gigahertz, the wave propagates primarily in the transverse electric magnetic (TEM) mode, which means that the electric and magnetic fields are both perpendicular to the direction of propagation. However, above a certain cutoff frequency, transverse electric (TE) and/or transverse magnetic (TM) modes can also propagate, as they do in a waveguide. It is usually undesirable to transmit signals above the cutoff frequency, since it may cause multiple modes with different phase velocities to propagate, interfering with each other. The outer diameter is roughly inversely proportional to the cutoff frequency. A propagating surface-wave mode that does not involve or require the outer shield but only a single central conductor also exists in coax but this mode is effectively suppressed in coax of conventional geometry and common impedance. Electric field lines for this TM mode have a longitudinal component and require line lengths of a half-wavelength or longer.



Connectors



A coaxial connector (male N-type). Coaxial connectors are designed to maintain a coaxial form across the connection and have the same well-defined impedance as the attached cable. Connectors are often plated with high-conductivity metals such as silver or gold. Due to the skin effect, the RF signal is only carried by the plating and does not penetrate to the connector body. Although silver oxidizes quickly, the silver oxide that is produced is still conductive. While this may pose a cosmetic issue, it does not degrade performance. Neper : A neper (Symbol: Np) is a logarithmic unit of ratio. It is not an SI unit but is accepted for use alongside the SI. It is used to express ratios, such as gain and loss, and relative values. The name is derived from John Napier, the inventor of logarithms. Like the decibel, it is a unit in a logarithmic scale, the difference being that where the decibel uses base-10 logarithms to compute ratios, the neper uses base e ≈ 2.71828. The value of a ratio in nepers, Np, is given by
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where x1 and x2 are the values of interest, and ln is the natural logarithm. The neper is often used to express ratios of voltage and current amplitudes in electrical circuits (or pressure in acoustics), whereas the decibel is used to express power ratios. One kind of ratio may be converted into the other. Considering that wave power is proportional to the square of the amplitude, we have



and



The decibel and the neper have a fixed ratio to each other. The (voltage) level is



Like the decibel, the neper is a dimensionless unit. The ITU recognizes both units. Decibel The decibel (dB) is a logarithmic unit of measurement that expresses the magnitude of a physical quantity (usually power or intensity) relative to a specified or implied reference level. Since it expresses a ratio of two quantities with the same unit, it is a dimensionless unit. A decibel is one tenth of a bel, a seldom-used unit. The decibel is widely known as a measure of sound pressure level, but is also used for a wide variety of other measurements in science and engineering (particularly acoustics, electronics, and control theory) and other disciplines. It confers a number of advantages, such as the ability to conveniently represent very large or small numbers, a logarithmic scaling that roughly corresponds to the human perception of sound and light, and the ability to carry out multiplication of ratios by simple addition and subtraction. The decibel symbol is often qualified with a suffix, which indicates which reference quantity or frequency weighting function has been used. For example, 26 
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"dBm" indicates that the reference quantity is one milliwatt, while "dBu" is referenced to 0.775 volts RMS.[1] The definitions of the decibel and bel use base-10 logarithms. For a similar unit using natural logarithms to base e, see neper. Definitions A decibel is one-tenth of a bel, i.e. 1 B=10 dB. The bel (B) is the logarithm of the ratio of two power quantities of 10:1, and for two field quantities in the ratio [8]. A field quantity is a quantity such as voltage, current, sound pressure, electric field strength, velocity and charge density, the square of which in linear systems is proportional to power. A power quantity is a power or a quantity directly proportional to power, e.g. energy density, acoustic intensity and luminous intensity. The calculation of the ratio in decibels varies depending on whether the quantity being measured is a power quantity or a field quantity. Field quantities When referring to measurements of field amplitude it is usual to consider the ratio of the squares of A1 (measured amplitude) and A0 (reference amplitude). This is because in most applications power is proportional to the square of amplitude, and it is desirable for the two decibel formulations to give the same result in such typical cases. To calculate the ratio of 1 kW (one kilowatt, or 1000 watts) to 1 W in decibels, use the formula



To calculate the ratio of



to in decibels, use the formula



Notice that , illustrating the consequence from the definitions above that GdB has the same value,30db , regardless of whether it is obtained with the 10-log or 20-log rules; provided that in the specific system being considered power ratios are equal to amplitude ratios squared.



To calculate the ratio of 1 mW (one milliwatt) to 10 W in decibels, use the formula
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To find the power ratio corresponding to a 3 dB change in level, use the formula



A change in power ratio by a factor of 10 is a 10 dB change. A change in power ratio by a factor of two is approximately a 3 dB change. More precisely, the factor is 103/10, or 1.9953, about 0.24% different from exactly 2. Similarly, an increase of 3 dB implies an increase in voltage by a factor of approximately , or about 1.41, an increase of 6 dB corresponds to approximately four times the power and twice the voltage, and so on. In exact terms the power ratio is 106/10, or about 3.9811, a relative error of about 0.5%. Merits The use of the decibel has a number of merits: The decibel's logarithmic nature means that a very large range of ratios can be represented by a convenient number, in a similar manner to scientific notation. This allows one to clearly visualize huge changes of some quantity. (See Bode Plot and half logarithm graph.)



The mathematical properties of logarithms mean that the overall decibel gain of a multicomponent system (such as consecutive amplifiers) can be calculated simply by summing the decibel gains of the individual components, rather than needing to multiply amplification factors. Essentially this is because log(A × B × C × ...) = log(A) + log(B) + log(C) + ... The human perception of, for example, sound or light, is, roughly speaking, such that a doubling of actual intensity causes perceived intensity to always increase by the same amount, irrespective of the original level. The decibel's logarithmic scale, in which a doubling of power or intensity always causes an increase of approximately 3 dB, corresponds to this perception. Absolute and relative decibel measurements Although decibel measurements are always relative to a reference level, if the numerical value of that reference is explicitly and exactly stated, then the decibel measurement is called an "absolute" measurement, in the sense that the exact value of the measured quantity can be recovered using the formula given earlier. For example, since dBm indicates power measurement relative to 1 milliwatt, • • •



0 dBm means no change from 1 mW. Thus, 0 dBm is the power level corresponding to a power of exactly 1 mW. 3 dBm means 3 dB greater than 0 dBm. Thus, 3 dBm is the power level corresponding to 103/10 × 1 mW, or approximately 2 mW. −6 dBm means 6 dB less than 0 dBm. Thus, −6 dBm is the power level corresponding to 10−6/10 × 1 mW, or approximately 250 µW (0.25 mW). 28 
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If the numerical value of the reference is not explicitly stated, as in the dB gain of an amplifier, then the decibel measurement is purely relative. The practice of attaching a suffix to the basic dB unit, forming compound units such as dBm, dBu, dBA, etc, is not permitted by SI.[10] However, outside of documents adhering to SI units, the practice is very common as illustrated by the following examples. 2.2 LINE OF ZERO DISSIPATION, VOLTAGE AND CURRENT ON THE DISSIPATION Fundamental electrical parameters Shunt capacitance per unit length, in farads per metre.



Series inductance per unit length, in henrys per metre.



Series resistance per unit length, in ohms per metre. The resistance per unit length is just the resistance of inner conductor and the shield at low frequencies. At higher frequencies, skin effect increases the effective resistance by confining the conduction to a thin layer of each conductor. Shunt conductance per unit length, in siemens per metre. The shunt conductance is usually very small because insulators with good dielectric properties are used (a very low loss tangent). At high frequencies, a dielectric can have a significant resistive loss. Derived electrical parameters * Characteristic impedance in ohms (Ω). Neglecting resistance per unit length for most coaxial cables, the characteristic impedance is determined from the capacitance per unit length (C) and the inductance per unit length (L). Those parameters are determined from the ratio of the inner (d) and outer (D) diameters and the dielectric constant (ε). The characteristic impedance is given by[3]



Assuming the dielectric properties of the material inside the cable do not vary appreciably over the operating range of the cable, this impedance is frequency independent above about 29 
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five times the shield cutoff frequency. For typical coaxial cables, the shield cutoff frequency is 600 (RG-6A) to 2,000 Hz (RG-58C) Attenuation (loss) per unit length, in decibels per meter. This is dependent on the loss in the dielectric material filling the cable, and resistive losses in the center conductor and outer shield. These losses are frequency dependent, the losses becoming higher as the frequency increases. Skin effect losses in the conductors can be reduced by increasing the diameter of the cable. A cable with twice the diameter will have half the skin effect resistance. Ignoring dielectric and other losses, the larger cable would halve the dB/meter loss. In designing a system, engineers consider not only the loss in the cable, but also the loss in the connectors. Velocity of propagation, in meters per second. The velocity of propagation depends on the dielectric constant and permeability (which is usually 1).



Cutoff frequency is determined by the possibility of exciting other propagation modes in the coaxial cable. The average circumference of the insulator is π(D + d) / 2. Make that length equal to 1 wavelength in the dielectric. The TE01 cutoff frequency is therefore



2.3 LESS LINE, STANDING WAVES, NODES, STANDING WAVE RATIO If the transmission is not terminated in its characteristic impedance ,then there will be two waves traveling along the line which gives rise to standing waves having fixed maxima and fixed minima. The ratio of the maximum to minimum magnitudes of current or voltage on a line having standing wave is called the standing-wave ratio S. That is, S= E max = I max; Emin =I min. For coaxial lines it is necessary to use a length of line in which a longitudinal slot, one half wavelength or more long has been cut. A wire probe is inserted into the air dielectric of he line as a pickup device, a vacuum tube voltmeter or other detector being connected between probe and sheath as an indicator. If the meter provides linear indications, S is readily determined. If the indicator is non linear, corrections must be applied to the readings obtained. The relation between standing wave ratio S and reflection co-efficient k is, S =1+ k/1-k.
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2.4 INPUT IMPEDANCE OF THE DISSIPATION – LESS LINE & OPEN AND SHORT CIRCUITED LINES. Input impedance of a transmission line: Determine the input impedance of a transmission line of length L attached to a load (antenna) with impedance ZA. Consider the following circuit:



In low frequency circuit theory, the input impedance would simply be ZA. However, for high-frequency (or long) transmission lines, we know that the voltage and the current are given by:



For simplicity, assume the transmission line is lossless, so that the propagation constant is purely imaginary. If we define z=0 to be at the terminals of the load or antenna, then we are interested in the ratio of the voltage to the current at location z=-L:



Using the definition for gamma (the voltage reflection coefficient), the above equation can be manipulated algebraically, and when evaluated at z=-L, we obtain: 31 
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This last equation is fundamnetaal to understtanding trannsmission linnes. The inpput impedancce t above eqquation. Thiss equation caan of a load ZA is transfformed by a transmission line as in the A to be transfformed radiccally. An exaample will now n be preseented. cause ZA .Significaance of impeedance The best coaxial cable c impeddances in high-power, h high-voltage, and low w-attenuatioon applicatioons were ex xperimentallyy determined in 1929 att Bell Laborratories to be b 30, 60, annd 77 Ω reespectively. For an air dielectric coaxial cabble with a ddiameter off 10 mm thhe attenuatioon is lowestt at 77 ohmss when calcuulated for 100 GHz. The curve showiing the poweer handling maxima at 30 3 ohms cann be found heere: Considerr the skin effect. e The magnitude m oof an alternaating currennt in a condductor decayys exponenttially with distance beeneath the surface, wiith the deppth of peneetration beinng proportio onal to the square roott of the ressistivity. Thhis means thhat in a shield of finite thicknesss, some smaall amount of current wiill still be flo owing on thhe opposite surface s of thhe conductoor. With a peerfect conducctor (i.e., zerro resistivityy), all of the current wou uld flow at thhe surface, with w no penetration intoo and througgh the conduuctor. Real ccables have a shield madde of an impperfect, althoough usuallyy very good, conductor, so s there willl always be some s leakage. The gaps or holes, T h allow w some of thhe electromaagnetic field to penetratee to the otheer side. Forr example, brraided shieldds have manny small gap ps. The gaps are smaller when using a foil (solidd metal) shieeld, but theree is still a seeam running the length oof the cable. Foil becomees increasinngly rigid with increasingg thickness, so a thin foiil layer is offten surround ded by a layeer of braideed metal, which offers grreater flexibiility for a givven cross-section. This type of leakage T l can also occur aat locations of o poor contaact between connectors at either end d of the cablle. N Nodes and Anti A nodes : At any point on the transmission linee voltage or current valuue is zero callled nodes. At A A any pointt on the line voltage or current c valuee is maximum m called Anttinodes 2.5 POW WER AND IMPEDANC I CE MEASU UREMENT ON LINES Forw ward and baackward traavelling wavve. T wave eqquations are partial diffeerential equaations (PDE The Es) of two vaariables annd and can bee solved by Laplace trannsform methhod. By takking Laplacee transform of o both



and a



with w respect to



:
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annd assumingg zero initial conditionns, the two PDEs becoome ordinarry differential eqquations (OD DEs) with reespect to varriable (witth treated aas a parametter):



Combining th C hese two firsst order ODE Es, we get thhe voltage w wave equatioon as a seconnd orrder ODE:



w the geneeral solution with



where w wo particularr solutions, aand and a arre and are the tw tw wo arbitraryy constants (with ( respecct to variablle ), althoough they are a in general fuunctions of the t other varriable (or in time dom main) whichh is treated as a a parameteer here. These two t constan nts can be ddetermined by b boundaryy conditions as discusseed laater. If is the t length off the transm mission line, then the tim me for the wave w to travel w speed with



the whole length



t line is: of the



T above solution can now be writteen as The



w where
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and



ward and forw ward voltages at the froont end of thhe are jusst the backw



line T time dom The main solutionn can be obtaained as



w where The solution is composed of two voltage wavves T and trraveling alonng the transm mission line in backward d and forward directions,, respectivelyy. Similar resultt can be obtaained for the current equuation:



orr in the timee domain



2.6 REFL LECTION LOSSES Insertion n loss: Inserttion loss is a figure of merit m for an eelectronic filtter and this ddata is generrally specifieed with a filter. Inseertion loss iss defined as a ratio of thhe signal levvel in a test configuratioon V1) to the siggnal level with the filter installed (V V2). This ratiio withoout the filter installed (V is desscribed in dB B by the following equattion:



mpedances so s the exact performancee of a filter in i Filterrs are sensitiive to sourcee and load im a circcuit is difficuult to precisely predict. Comparisonns, however, of filter perrformance arre possiible if the insertion looss measureements are made withh fixed sourrce and loaad impeddances, andd 50 Ω is th he typical im mpedance to t do this. T This data iss specified as a comm mon-mode or differenntial-mode. Common-m mode is a measure of o the filteer perfoormance on signals thaat originate between th he power linnes and chassis ground, whereas differenttial-mode is a measure oof the filter performance p e on signals that originate betweeen the two power lines.. Link with Scatterring parametters Inserttion Loss (IL L) is definedd as follows:
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This definition results in a negative value for insertion loss, that is, it is really defining a gain, and a gain less than unity (i.e., a loss) will be negative when expressed in dBs. However, it is conventional to drop the minus sign so that an increasing loss is represented by an increasing positive number as would be intuitively expected Reflection Coefficient: The characteristic impedance of a transmission line, and that the tx line gives rise to forward and backward travelling voltage and current waves. We will use this information to determine the voltage reflection coefficient, which relates the amplitude of the forward travelling wave to the amplitude of the backward travelling wave. To begin, consider the transmission line with characteristic impedance Z0 attached to a load with impedance ZL:



At the terminals where the transmission line is connected to the load, the overall voltage must be given by:



Recall the expressions for the voltage and current on the line (derived on the previous page):



If we plug this into equation [1] (note that z is fixed, because we are evaluating this at a specific point, the end of the transmission line), we obtain:



The ratio of the reflected voltage amplitude to that of the forward voltage amplitude is the voltage reflection coefficient. This can be solved for via the above equation:
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The reflection coefficient is usually denoted by the symbol gamma. Note that the magnitude of the reflection coefficient does not depend on the length of the line, only the load impedance and the impedance of the transmission line. Also, note that if ZL=Z0, then the line is "matched". In this case, there is no mismatch loss and all power is transferred to the load. At this point, you should begin to understand the importance of impedance matching: grossly mismatched impedances will lead to most of the power reflected away from the load. Note that the reflection coefficient can be a real or a complex number.



2.7 MEASUREMENT OF VSWR AND WAVELENGTH Standing Waves Standing waves on the transmission line. Assuming the propagation constant is purely imaginary (lossless line), We can re-write the voltage and current waves as:



If we plot the voltage along the transmission line, we observe a series of peaks and minimums, which repeat a full cycle every half-wavelength. If gamma equals 0.5 (purely real), then the magnitude of the voltage would appear as:
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Similarly, if gamma equals zero (no mismatch loss) the magnitude of the voltage would appear as:



Finally, if gamma has a magnitude of 1 (this occurs, for instance, if the load is entirely reactive while the transmission line has a Z0 that is real), then the magnitude of the voltage would appear as:
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One thing that becomes obvious is that the ratio of Vmax to Vmin becomes larger as the reflection coefficient increases. That is, if the ratio of Vmax to Vmin is one, then there are no standing waves, and the impedance of the line is perfectly matched to the load. If the ratio of Vmax to Vmin is infinite, then the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is 1, so that all power is reflected. Hence, this ratio, known as the Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) or standing wave ratio is a measure of how well matched a transmission line is to a load. It is defined as:



The reflection coefficient may also be established using other field or circuit quantities. The reflection coefficient can be given by the equations below, where ZS is the impedance toward the source, ZL is the impedance toward the load:



Simple circuit configuration showing measurement location of reflection coefficient.



Notice that a negative reflection coefficient means that the reflected wave receives a 180°, or π, phase shift.



SWR:



Thus the absolute magnitude (designated by vertical bars) of the reflection coefficient can be calculated from the standing wave ratio.
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UNIT – III IMPEDANCE MATCHING IN HIGH FREQUENCY LINES 3.1 IMPEDANCE MATCHING: QUARTER WAVE TRANSFORMER. A quater wave line may be considered as an impendence inverter because it can transform a low impendence in to a high impendence and vice versa. Quarter-Wave Transformer The input impedance of a transmission line of length L with characteristic impedance Z0 and connected to a load with impedance ZA:



An interesting thing happens when the length of the line is a quarter of a wavelength:



The above equation is important: it states that by using a quarter-wavelength of transmission line, the impedance of the load (ZA) can be transformed via the above equation. The utility of this operation can be seen via an example. Example. Match a load with impedance ZA=100 Ohms to be 50 Ohms using a quarter-wave transformer, as shown below.



Solution: The problem is to determine Z0 (the characteristic impedance of our quarter-wavelength transmission line) such that the 100 Ohm load is matched to 50 Ohms. By applying the above equation, the problem is simple: 39 
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Hence, by using a transmission line with a characteristic impedance of 70.71 Ohms, the 100 Ohm load is matched to 50 Ohms. Hence, if a transmitter has an impedance of 50 Ohms and is trying to deliver power to the load (antenna), no power will be reflected back to the transmitter. In general, impedance matching is very important in RF/microwave circuit design. It is relatively simple at a single frequency, but becomes very difficult if wideband impedance matching is desired. This technique is commonly employed with patch antennas. Circuits are printed as shown in the following figure. A 50 Ohm microstrip transmission line is matched to a patch antenna (impedance typically 200 Ohms or more) via a quarter-wavelength microstrip transmission line with the characteristic impedance chosen to match the load



Because the quarter-wavelength transmission line is only a quarter-wavelength at a single frequency, this is a narrow-band matching technique An important application of the quarter wave matching section is to a couple a transmission line to a resistive load such as an antenna .The quarter –wave matching section then must be designed to have a characteristic impendence Ro so chosen that the antenna resistance Ra is transformed to a value equal to the characteristic impendence Ra of the transmission line
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3.2 IMPEDANCE MATCHING BY STUBS, SINGLE STUB AND DOUBLE STUB MATCHING. In microwave and radio-frequency engineering, a stub is a length of transmission line or waveguide that is connected at one end only. The free end of the stub is either left opencircuit or (especially in the case of waveguides) short-circuited. Neglecting transmission line losses, the input impedance of the stub is purely reactive; either capacitive or inductive, depending on the electrical length of the stub, and on whether it is open or short circuit. Stubs may thus be considered to be frequency-dependent capacitors and frequency-dependent inductors. Because stubs take on reactive properties as a function of their electrical length, stubs are most common in UHF or microwave circuits where the line lengths are more manageable. Stubs are commonly used in antenna impedance matching circuits and frequency selective filters. Smith charts can also be used to determine what length line to use to obtain a desired reactance. Short circuited stub The input impedance of a lossless short circuited line is,



where j is the imaginary unit, Z0 is the characteristic impedance of the line, β is the phase constant of the line, and l is the physical length of the line. Thus, depending on whether tan(βl) is positive or negative, the stub will be inductive or capacitive, respectively. The Length of a stub to act as a capacitor C at an angular frequency of ω is then given by:



The length of a stub to act as an inductor L at the same frequency is given by:



Open circuited stub The input impedance of a lossless open circuit stub is given by
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It follows that whether cot(βl) is positive or negative, the stub will be capacitive or inductive, respectively. The length of an open circuit stub to act as an Inductor L at an angular frequency of ω is:



The length of an open circuit stub to act as a capacitor C at the same frequency is:



Stub matching



In a strip line circuit, a stub may be placed just before an output connector to compensate for small mismatches due to the device's output load or the connector itself. Stubs can be used to match a load impedance to the transmission line characteristic impedance. The stub is positioned a distance from the load. This distance is chosen so that at that point the resistive part of the load impedance is made equal to the resistive part of the characteristic impedance by impedance transformer action of the length of the main line. The length of the stub is chosen so that it exactly cancels the reactive part of the presented impedance. That is, the stub is made capacitive or inductive according to whether the main line is presenting an inductive or capacitive impedance respectively. This is not the same as the actual impedance of the load since the reactive part of the load impedance will be subject to impedance transformer action as well as the resistive part. In the method of impendence matching using stub, an open or closed stub line of suitable length is used as a reactance shunted across the transmission line at a designated distance from the load ,to tune the length of the line and the load to resonance with an anti resonant resistance equal to Ro. Matching stubs can be made adjustable so that matching can be corrected on test. Single stub will only achieve a perfect match at one specific frequency. For wideband matching several stubs may be used spaced along the main transmission line. The resulting structure is filter-like and filter design techniques are applied. For instance, the matching network may be designed as a Chebyshev filter but is optimised for impedance matching 42 
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instead of passband transmission. The resulting transmission function of the network has a passband ripple like the Chebyshev filter, but the ripples never reach 0dB insertion loss at any point in the passband, as they would do for the standard filter. Single stub impedance matching: • The load should be matched to the characteristic impedance of the line so that as much power as possible is transmitted from the generator to the load for radio-frequency power transmission. • The lines should be matched because reflections from mismatched loads and junctions will result in echoes and will distort the information-carrying signal for information transmission. • Short-circuited (instead of open-circuited) stubs are used for impedance-matching on transmission lines. • Single-stub method for impedance matching : an arbitrary load impedance can be matched to a transmission line by placing a single short-circuited stub in parallel with the line at a suitable location



the input admittance at BB’ looking toward the load without the stub. • Our impedance- (or admittance-) matching problem : to determine the location d and the length of the stub such that



WhereYo=1/Ro • In terms of normalized admittance, the above equation becomes • Ys purely imaginary (the input admittance of a short-circuited stub is purely susceptive). • Thus, the above equation can be satisfied only positive or negative.



&



where bB can be either
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Objectives : (1) to find the length d such that the admittance YB of the load section looking to the right of terminal BB’ has a unitary real part, and (2) to find the length of the stub required to cancel the imaginary part. A short circuited stub is preferred to an open circuited stub because of greater ease in constructions and because of the inability to maintain high enough insulation resistance at the open –circuit point to ensure that the stub is really open circuited .A shorted stub also has a lower loss of energy due to radiation ,since the short – circuit can be definitely established with a large metal plate ,effectively stopping all field propagation. Double stub matching:s Another possible method of impedance matching is to use two stubs in which the locations of the stub are arbitrary, the two stub lengths furnishing the required adjustments. The spacing is frequently made _/4.This is called double stub matching. Double stub matching is preferred over single stub due to following disadvantages of single stub. 1. Single stub matching is useful for a fixed frequency .So as frequency changes the location of single stub will have to be changed. 2. The single stub matching system is based on the measurement of voltage minimum .Hence for coxial line it is very difficult to get such voltage minimum, without using slotted line section. 3.3 SMITH CHART, SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS USING SMITH CHART Smith Chart: The Smith Chart is a fantastic tool for visualizing the impedance of a transmission line and antenna system as a function of frequency. Smith Charts can be used to increase understanding of transmission lines and how they behave from an impedance viewpoint. Smith Charts are also extremely helpful for impedance matching, as we will see. The Smith Chart is used to display a real antenna's impedance when measured on a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). Smith Charts were originally developed around 1940 by Phillip Smith as a useful tool for making the equations involved in transmission lines easier to manipulate. See, for instance, the input impedance equation for a load attached to a transmission line of length L and characteristic impedance Z0. With modern computers, the Smith Chart is no longer used to the simplify the calculation of transmission line equatons; however, their value in visualizing the impedance of an antenna or a transmission line has not decreased. The Smith Chart is shown in Figure 1. A larger version is shown here.
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Figure 1. The basic Smith Chart. Figure 1 should look a little intimidating, as it appears to be lines going everywhere. There is nothing to fear though. We will build up the Smith Chart from scratch, so that you can understand exactly what all of the lines mean. In fact, we are going to learn an even more complicated version of the Smith Chart known as the immitance Smith Chart, which is twice as complicated, but also twice as useful. But for now, just admire the Smith Chart and its curvy elegance. This section of the antenna theory site will present an intro to the Smith Chart basics. Smith Chart Tutorial The Smith Chart displays the complex reflection coefficient, in polar form, for an arbitrary impedance (we'll call the impedance ZL or the load impedance). For a primer on complex math, click here. Recall that the complex reflection coefficient () for an impedance ZL attached to a transmission line with characteristic impedance Z0 is given by



: [1]
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For this tutorial, we will assume Z0 is 50 Ohms, which is often, but not always the case. The complex reflection coefficient, or , must have a magnitude between 0 and 1. As such, the set of all possible values for must lie within the unit circle:



Figure 2. The Complex Reflection Coefficient must lie somewhere within the unit circle. In Figure 2, plotting the set of all values for the complex reflection coefficient, along the real and imaginary axis. The center of the Smith Chart is the point where the reflection coefficient is zero. That is, this is the only point on the smith chart where no power is reflected by the load impedance. The outter ring of the Smith Chart is where the magnitude of is equal to 1. This is the black circle in Figure 1. Along this curve, all of the power is reflected by the load impedance. Normalized Load Impedance To make the Smith Chart more general and independent of the characteristic impedance Z0 of the transmission line, we will normalize the load impedance ZL by Z0 for all future plots:



Equation [1] doesn't affect the reflection coefficient tow. It is just a convention that is used everywhere. 46 
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Constant Resistance Circles For a given normalized load impedance zL, we can determine and plot it on the Smith Chart. Now, suppose we have the normalized load impedance given by:



---2 In equation [2], Y is any real number. What would the curve corresponding to equation [2] look like if we plotted it on the Smith Chart for all values of Y? That is, if we plotted z1 = 1 + 0*i, and z1 = 1 + 10*i, z1 = 1 - 5*i, z1 = 1 - .333*i, .... and any possible value for Y that you could think of, what is the resulting curve? The answer is shown in Figure 1:



Figure 1. Constant Resistance Circle for zL=1 on Smith Chart. In Figure 1, the outer blue ring represents the boundary of the smith chart. The black curve is a constant resistance circle: this is where all values of z1 = 1 + i*Y will lie on. Several points are plotted along this curve, z1 = 1, z1 = 1 + i*2, and zL = 1 - i*4. Suppose we want to know what the curve z2 = 0.3 + i*Y looks like on the Smith Chart. The result is shown in Figure 2:



Figure 2. Constant Resistance Circle for zL=0.3 on Smith Chart. 47 
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In Figure 2, the black ring represents the set of all impedances where the real part of z2 equals 0.3. A few points along the circle are plotted. We've left the resistance circle of 1.0 in red on the Smith Chart. These circles are called constant resistance curves. The real part of the load impedance is constant along each of these curves. We'll now add several values for the constant resistance, as shown in Figure 3:



Figure 3. Constant Resistance Circles on Smith Chart. In Figure 3, the zL=0.1 resistance circle has been added in purple. The zL=6 resistance circle has been added in green, and zL=2 resistance circle is in black. look at the set of curves defined by zL = R + iY, where Y is held constant and R varies from 0 to infinity. Since R cannot be negative for antennas or passive devices, we will restrict R to be greater than or equal to zero. As a first example, let zL = R + i. The curve defined by this set of impedances is shown in Figure 1:



Figure 1. Constant Reactance Curve for zL = R + i*1. The resulting curve zL = R + i is plotted in green in Figure 1. A few points along the curve are illustrated as well. Observe that zL = 0.3 + i is at the intersection of the Re[zL] = 0.3 48 
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circle and the Im[zL]=1 curve. Similarly, observe that the zL = 2 + i point is at the intersection of the Re[zL]=2 circle and the Im[zL]=1 curve. (For a quick reminder of real and imaginary parts of complex numbers, see complex math primer.) The constant reactance curve, defined by Im[zL]=-1 is shown in Figure 2:



Figure 2. Constant Reactance Curve for zL = R - i. The resulting curve for Im[zL]=-1 is plotted in green in Figure 2. The point zL=1-i is placed on the Smith Chart, which is at the intersection of the Re[zL]=1 circle and the Im[zL]=-1 curve. An important curve is given by Im[zL]=0. That is, the set of all impedances given by zL = R, where the imaginary part is zero and the real part (the resistance) is greater than or equal to zero. The result is shown in Figure 3:



Figure 3. Constant Reactance Curve for zL=R. The reactance curve given by Im[zL]=0 is a straight line across the Smith Chart. There are 3 special points along this curve. On the far 49 
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left, where zL = 0 + i0, this is the point where the load is a short circuit, and thus the magnitude of is 1, so all power is reflected. In the center of the Smith Chart, we have the point given by zL = 1. At this location, is 0, so the load is exactly matched to the transmission line. No power is reflected at this point. The point on the far right in Figure 3 is given by zL = infinity. This is the open circuit location. Again, the magnitude of is 1, so all power is reflected at this point, as expected. Finally, we'll add a bunch of constant reactance curves on the Smith Chart, as shown in Figure 4.



Figure 4. Smith Chart with Reactance Curves and Resistance Circles. In Figure 4, we added constant reactance curves for Im[zL]=2, Im[zL]=5, Im[zL]=0.2, Im[zL]=0.5, Im[zL]=-2, Im[zL]=-5, Im[zL]=-0.2, and Im[zL] = -0.5. Figure 4 shows the fundamental curves of the Smith Chart. Applications of smith Chart: Plotting an impedance Measurement of VSWR Measurement of reflection coefficient (magnitude and phase) Measurement of input impedance of the line • It is used to find the input impendence and input admittance of the line. • The smith chart may also be used for lossy lines and the locus of points on a line then follows a spiral path towards the chart center, due to attenuation. • In single stub matching.
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PROBLEMS: (i). The 0.1λ length line shown has a characteristic impedance of 50 and is terminated with a load impedance of ZL = 5+j25. (a) Locate zL = ZL/Z0 = 0.1 + j0.5 on the Smith chart. (b) What is the impedance at l = 0:1λ? Since we want to move away from the load (i.e., toward the generator), read 0.074 λ on the wavelengths toward generator scale and add l = 0.1 λ to obtain 0.174 λ on the wavelengths toward generator scale. A radial line from the center of the chart intersects the constant reflection Co-efficient magnitude circle at z = 0.38 + j1.88. Hence Z = zZ0 = 50(0.38 + j1.88) = 19 + 94Ω. (c) What is the VSWR on the line? Find VSWR = Zmax = 13 on the horizontal line to the rightof the chart's center. Or use the SWR scale on the chart. (d) What is ΓL? From the reflection coefficient scale below the chart, Find |ΓL| = 0.855. From the angle of reflection coefficient scale on the perimeter of the chart, Find the angle of ΓL=126.5₀.Hence ΓL=0.855e j126.5₀. (e) What is Γ at l = 0.1λ from the load? Note that |Γ| =|ΓL|=0.855.Read the angle of the reflection coefficient from the angle of reflection coefficient scale as 55.0₀. Hence ΓL=0.855e j126.5₀.
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(ii). A transmission line has Z0 = 1.0, ZL = zL = 0.2- j0.2Ω. (a) What is z at l =λ/4=0.25 λ? From the chart, read 0:467λfrom the wavelengths to-ward generator scale. Add 0.25λ to obtain 0.717 λ on the wavelengths toward generator scale. This is not on the chart, but since it repeats every half wavelength, it is the same as 0.717 λ – 0.500 λ = 0.217 λ. Drawing a radial line from the center of the chart, we find an intersection with the constant reflection coefficient magnitude circle at z = Z = 2.5 + j2.5. (b) What is the VSWR on the line? From the intersection of the constant reflection coefficient circle with the right hand side of the horizontal axis, read VSWR= zmax = 5.3. (c) How far from the load is the first voltage minimum? The voltage minimum occurs at zmin which is at a distance of 0.500λ-0.467λ = 0:033λ from the load. Or read this distance directly on the wavelengths toward load scale.The current minimum occurs at zmax which is a quarter of a wavelength farther down the line or at 0.033λ+0.25λ = 0.283λ from the load.
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(iii) A slotted line measurement yields the following parameter values: (a) Voltage minima at 9.2 cm and 12.4 cm measured away from the load with the line terminated in a short. (b) VSWR = 5.1 with the line terminated in the unknown load; a voltage minimum is located 11.6 cm measured away from the load. What is the normalized line impedance? Note that this data could have come from either a waveguide or a TEM line measurement. If the transmission system is a waveguide, then the wavelength used is actually the guide wavelength. From the voltage minima on the shorted line, the (guide) wavelength may be determined: λg/2=12.4cm-9.2 cm=3.2 cm or λg=6.4 λg 53 
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Hence the shift in the voltage minimum when the load is replaced by a short is 12.4cm-11.6cm/6.4cm/ λg=0.125 λg toward the generator. Locate the reflection coefficient magnitude circle by its intersection with zmax = VSWR = 5:1 on the horizontal axis. Then from the voltage minimum opposite zmax, move 0.125 λg toward the generator to find a position an integral number of halfwavelengths from the load. The impedance there is the same as that of the load, zL = 0.38 +j0.93. Alternatively, move 0.5 λg – 0.125 λg = 0.375 λg toward the load to locate the same value.



3.4 SINGLE AND DOUBLE STUB MATCHING USING SMITH CHART. The difficulties of the smith chart are • Single stub impedance matching requires the stub to be located at a definite point on the line. This requirement frequently calls for placement of the stub at an undesirable place from a mechanical view point. • For a coaxial line, it is not possible to determine the location of a voltage minimum without a slotted line section, so that placement of a stub at the exact required point is difficult. • In the case of the single stub it was mentioned that two adjustments were required ,these being location and length of the stub.
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UNIT – IV PASSIVE FILTERS 4.1 Filter fundamentals, Design of filters A two-port network (a kind of four-terminal network or quadripole) is an electrical circuit or device with two pairs of terminals connected together internally by an electrical network. Two terminals constitute a port if they satisfy the essential requirement known as the port condition: the same current must enter and leave a port. Examples include smallsignal models for transistors (such as the hybrid-pi model), filters and matching networks. The analysis of passive two-port networks is an outgrowth of reciprocity theorems first derived by Lorentz[3]. A two-port network makes possible the isolation of either a complete circuit or part of it and replacing it by its characteristic parameters. Once this is done, the isolated part of the circuit becomes a "black box" with a set of distinctive properties, enabling us to abstract away its specific physical buildup, thus simplifying analysis. Any linear circuit with four terminals can be transformed into a two-port network provided that it does not contain an independent source and satisfies the port conditions. There are a number of alternative sets of parameters that can be used to describe a linear two-port network, the usual sets are respectively called z, y, h, g, and ABCD parameters, each described individually below. These are all limited to linear networks since an underlying assumption of their derivation is that any given circuit condition is a linear superposition of various short-circuit and open circuit conditions. They are usually expressed in matrix notation, and they establish relations between the variables



These current and voltage variables are most useful at low-to-moderate frequencies. At high frequencies (e.g., microwave frequencies), the use of power and energy variables is more appropriate, and the two-port current–voltage approach is replaced by an approach based upon scattering parameters. The terms four-terminal network and quadripole (not to be confused with quadrupole) are also used, the latter particularly in more mathematical treatments although the term is 55 
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becoming archaic. However, a pair of terminals can be called a port only if the current entering one terminal is equal to the current leaving the other; this definition is called the port condition. A four-terminal network can only be properly called a two-port when the terminals are connected to the external circuitry in two pairs both meeting the port condition. Propagation constant The propagation constant of an electromagnetic wave is a measure of the change undergone by the amplitude of the wave as it propagates in a given direction. The quantity being measured can be the voltage or current in a circuit or a field vector such as electric field strength or flux density. The propagation constant itself measures change per metre but is otherwise dimensionless. The propagation constant is expressed logarithmically, almost universally to the base e, rather than the more usual base 10 used in telecommunications in other situations. The quantity measured, such as voltage, is expressed as a sinusiodal phasor. The phase of the sinusoid varies with distance which results in the propagation constant being a complex number, the imaginary part being caused by the phase change. The term propagation constant is somewhat of a misnomer as it usually varies strongly with ω. It is probably the most widely used term but there are a large variety of alternative names used by various authors for this quantity. These include, transmission parameter, transmission function, propagation parameter, propagation coefficient and transmission constant. In plural, it is usually implied that α and β are being referenced separately but collectively as in transmission parameters, propagation parameters, propagation coefficients, transmission constants and secondary coefficients. This last occurs in transmission line theory, the term secondary being used to contrast to the primary line coefficients. The primary coefficients being the physical properties of the line; R,C,L and G, from which the secondary coefficients may be derived using the telegrapher's equation. Note that, at least in the field of transmission lines, the term transmission coefficient has a different meaning despite the similarity of name. Here it is the corollary of reflection coefficient. The propagation constant, symbol γ, for a given system is defined by the ratio of the amplitude at the source of the wave to the amplitude at some distance x, such that,



Since the propagation constant is a complex quantity we can write;



where α, the real part, is called the attenuation constant
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β, the imaginary part, is called the phase constant



That β does indeed represent phase can be seen from Euler's formula; which is a sinusoid which varies in phase as θ varies but does not vary in amplitude because; The reason for the use of base e is also now made clear. The imaginary phase constant, iβ, can be added directly to the attenuation constant, α, to form a single complex number that can be handled in one mathematical operation provided they are to the same base. Angles measured in radians require base e, so the attenuation is likewise in base e. For a copper transmission line, the propagation constant can be calculated from the primary line coefficients by means of the relationship;



where;



, the series impedance of the line per metre and, , the shunt admittance of the line per metre.



Attenuation constant In telecommunications, the term attenuation constant, also called attenuation parameter or coefficient, is the attenuation of an electromagnetic wave propagating through a medium per unit distance from the source. It is the real part of the propagation constant and is measured in nepers per metre. A neper is approximately 8.7dB. Attenuation constant can be defined by the amplitude ratio;



The propagation constant per unit length is defined as the natural logarithmic of ratio of the sending end current or voltage to the receiving end current or voltage. Copper lines
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The attenuation constant for copper (or any other conductor) lines can be calculated from the primary line coefficients as shown above. For a line meeting the distortionless condition, with a conductance G in the insulator, the attenuation constant is given by;



however, a real line is unlikely to meet this condition without the addition of loading coils and, furthermore, there are some decidedly non-linear effects operating on the primary "constants" which cause a frequency dependence of the loss. There are two main components to these losses, the metal loss and the dielectric loss. The loss of most transmission lines are dominated by the metal loss, which causes a frequency dependency due to finite conductivity of metals, and the skin effect inside a conductor. The skin effect causes R along the conductor to be approximately dependent on frequency according to;



Losses in the dielectric depend on the loss tangent (tanδ) of the material, which depends inversely on the wavelength of the signal and is directly proportional to the frequency.



Optical fibre The attenuation constant for a particular propagation mode in an optical fiber, the real part of the axial propagation constant. Phase constant In electromagnetic theory, the phase constant, also called phase change constant, parameter or coefficient is the imaginary component of the propagation constant for a plane wave. It represents the change in phase per metre along the path travelled by the wave at any instant and is equal to the angular wavenumber of the wave. It is represented by the symbol β and is measured in units of radians per metre. From the definition of angular wavenumber;



This quantity is often (strictly speaking incorrectly) abbreviated to wavenumber. Properly, wavenumber is given by Y = 1/lamda, which differs from angular wavenumber 58 
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only by a constant multiple of 2π, in the same way that angular frequency differs from frequency. For a transmission line, the Heaviside condition of the telegrapher's equation tells us that the wavenumber must be proportional to frequency for the transmission of the wave to be undistorted in the time domain. This includes, but is not limited to, the ideal case of a lossless line. The reason for this condition can be seen by considering that a useful signal is composed of many different wavelengths in the frequency domain. For there to be no distortion of the waveform, all these waves must travel at the same velocity so that they arrive at the far end of the line at the same time as a group. Since wave phase velocity is given by;



it is proved that β is required to be proportional to ω. In terms of primary coefficients of the line, this yields from the telegrapher's equation for a distortionless line the condition;



However, practical lines can only be expected to approximately meet this condition over a limited frequency band. 6. Filters The term propagation constant or propagation function is applied to filters and other two-port networks used for signal processing. In these cases, however, the attenuation and phase coefficients are expressed in terms of nepers and radians per network section rather than per metre. Some authors make a distinction between per metre measures (for which "constant" is used) and per section measures (for which "function" is used). The propagation constant is a useful concept in filter design which invariably uses a cascaded section topology. In a cascaded topology, the propagation constant, attenuation constant and phase constant of individual sections may be simply added to find the total propagation constant etc. Cascaded networks:
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Three networks with arbitrary propagation constants and impedances connected in cascade. The Zi terms represent image impedance and it is assumed that connections are between matching image impedances. The ratio of output to input voltage for each network is given by,



The terms are impedance scaling terms[3] and their use is explained in the image impedance article. The overall voltage ratio is given by



Thus for n cascaded sections all having matching impedances facing each other, the overall propagation constant is given by,



4.2 Characteristics impedance of symmetrical networks, Constant K, Low pass, High pass, Band pass Constant k filter Constant k filters, also k-type filters, are a type of electronic filter designed using the image method. They are the original and simplest filters produced by this methodology and consist of a ladder network of identical sections of passive components. Historically, they are the first filters that could approach the ideal filter frequency response to within any prescribed limit with the addition of a sufficient number of sections. However, they are rarely considered for a modern design, the principles behind them having been superseded by other methodologies which are more accurate in their prediction of filter response.
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Terminology Some of the impedance terms and section terms used in this article are pictured in the diagram below. Image theory defines quantities in terms of an infinite cascade of two-port sections, and in the case of the filters being discussed, an infinite ladder network of Lsections. Here "L" should not be confused with the inductance L – in electronic filter topology, "L" refers to the specific filter shape which resembles inverted letter "L".



The sections of the hypothetical infinite filter are made of series elements having impedance 2Z and shunt elements with admittance 2Y. The factor of two is introduced for mathematical convenience, since it is usual to work in terms of half-sections where it disappears. The image impedance of the input and output port of a section will generally not be the same. However, for a mid-series section (that is, a section from halfway through a series element to halfway through the next series element) will have the same image impedance on both ports due to symmetry. This image impedance is designated ZiT due to the "T" topology of a midseries section. Likewise, the image impedance of a mid-shunt section is designated ZiΠ due to the "Π" topology. Half of such a "T" or "Π" section is called a half-section, which is also an L-section but with half the element values of the full L-section. The image impedance of the half-section is dissimilar on the input and output ports: on the side presenting the series element it is equal to the mid-series ZiT, but on the side presenting the shunt element it is equal to the mid-shunt ZiΠ . There are thus two variant ways of using a half-section.



Constant k low-pass filter half section. Here inductance L is equal Ck2
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Constant k band-pass filter half section. L1 = C2k2 and L2 = C1k2



Image impedance ZiT of a constant k prototype low-pass filter is plotted vs. frequency ω. The impedance is purely resistive (real) below ωc, and purely reactive (imaginary) above ωc. The building block of constant k filters is the half-section "L" network, composed of a series impedance Z, and a shunt admittance Y. The "k" in "constant k" is the value given by



Thus, k will have units of impedance, that is, ohms. It is readily apparent that in order for k to be constant, Y must be the dual impedance of Z. A physical interpretation of k can be given by observing that k is the limiting value of Zi as the size of the section (in terms of values of its components, such as inductances, capacitances, etc.) approaches zero, while keeping k at its initial value. Thus, k is the characteristic impedance, Z0, of the transmission line that would be formed by these infinitesimally small sections. It is also the image impedance of the section at resonance, in the case of band-pass filters, or at ω = 0 in the case of low-pass filters.[7] For example, the pictured low-pass half-section has



Elements L and C can be made arbitrarily small while retaining the same value of k. Z and Y however, are both approaching zero, and from the formulae (below) for image impedances
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Image impedance The image impedances of the section are given by



and



Provided that the filter does not contain any resistive elements, the image impedance in the pass band of the filter is purely real and in the stop band it is purely imaginary. For example, for the pictured low-pass half-section.



The transition occurs at a cut-off frequency given by



Below this frequency, the image impedance is real,



Above the cut-off frequency the image impedance is imaginary,



Transmission parameters



The transfer function of a constant k prototype low-pass filter for a single half-section showing attenuation in nepers and phase change in radians. See also: Image impedance#Transfer function The transmission parameters for a general constant k half-section are given by
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and for a chain of n half-sections



For the low-pass L-shape section, below the cut-off frequency, the transmission parameters are given by



That is, the transmission is lossless in the pass-band with only the phase of the signal changing. Above the cut-off frequency, the transmission parameters are:



Prototype transformations The presented plots of image impedance, attenuation and phase change correspond to a low-pass prototype filter section. The prototype has a cut-off frequency of ωc = 1 rad/s and a nominal impedance k = 1 Ω. This is produced by a filter half-section with inductance L = 1 henry and capacitance C = 1 farad. This prototype can be impedance scaled and frequency scaled to the desired values. The low-pass prototype can also be transformed into high-pass, band-pass or band-stop types by application of suitable frequency transformations. Cascading sections



Gain response, H(ω) for a chain of n low-pass constant-k filter half-sections. Several L-shape half-sections may be cascaded to form a composite filter. Like impedance must always face like in these combinations. There are therefore two circuits that can be formed with two identical L-shaped half-sections. Where a port of image impedance ZiT faces another ZiT, the section is called a Π section. Where ZiΠ faces ZiΠ the section so formed is a T section. Further additions of half-sections to either of these section forms a ladder network which may start and end with series or shunt elements.[12]
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It should be borne in mind that the characteristics of the filter predicted by the image method are only accurate if the section is terminated with its image impedance. This is usually not true of the sections at either end, which are usually terminated with a fixed resistance. The further the section is from the end of the filter, the more accurate the prediction will become, since the effects of the terminating impedances are masked by the intervening sections. Filter fundamentals – Pass and Stop bands. Filters of all types are required in a variety of applications from audio to RF and across the whole spectrum of frequencies. As such RF filters form an important element within a variety of scenarios, enabling the required frequencies to be passed through the circuit, while rejecting those that are not needed. The ideal filter, whether it is a low pass, high pass, or band pass filter will exhibit no loss within the pass band, i.e. the frequencies below the cut off frequency. Then above this frequency in what is termed the stop band the filter will reject all signals. In reality it is not possible to achieve the perfect pass filter and there is always some loss within the pass band, and it is not possible to achieve infinite rejection in the stop band. Also there is a transition between the pass band and the stop band where the response curve falls away, with the level of rejection rises as the frequency moves from the pass band to the stop band. Basic types of RF filter There are four types of filter that can be defined. Each different type rejects or accepts signals in a different way, and by using the correct type of RF filter it is possible to accept the required signals and reject those that are not wanted. The four basic types of RF filter are: •



Low pass filter



•



High pass filter



•



Band pass filter



•



Band reject filter As the names of these types of RF filter indicate, a low pass filter only allows



frequencies below what is termed the cut off frequency through. This can also be thought of as a high reject filter as it rejects high frequencies. Similarly a high pass filter only allows signals through above the cut off frequency and rejects those below the cut off frequency. A band pass filter allows frequencies through within a given pass band. Finally the band reject 65 
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filter rejects signals within a certain band. It can be particularly useful for rejecting a particular unwanted signal or set of signals falling within a given bandwidth.
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Filter frequencies A filter allows signals through in what is termed the pass band. This is the band of frequencies below the cut off frequency for the filter. The cut off frequency of the filter is defined as the point at which the output level from the filter falls to 50% (-3 dB) of the in band level, assuming a constant input level. The cut off frequency is sometimes referred to as the half power or -3 dB frequency. The stop band of the filter is essentially the band of frequencies that is rejected by the filter. It is taken as starting at the point where the filter reaches its required level of rejection. Filter classifications Filters can be designed to meet a variety of requirements. Although using the same basic circuit configurations, the circuit values differ when the circuit is designed to meet different criteria. In band ripple, fastest transition to the ultimate roll off, highest out of band rejection are some of the criteria that result in different circuit values. These different filters are given names, each one being optimised for a different element of performance. Three common types of filter are given below: • • •



•



Butterworth: This type of filter provides the maximum in band flatness. Bessel: This filter provides the optimum in-band phase response and therefore also provides the best step response. Chebychev: This filter provides fast roll off after the cut off frequency is reached. However this is at the expense of in band ripple. The more in band ripple that can be tolerated, the faster the roll off. Elliptical: This has significant levels of in band and out of band ripple, and as expected the higher the degree of ripple that can be tolerated, the steeper it reaches its ultimate roll off.



RF filters are widely used in RF design and in all manner of RF and analogue circuits in general. As they allow though only particular frequencies or bands of frequencies, they are an essential tool for the RF design engineer. 4.3 Band Elimination, m-derived sections m-derived filter: m-derived filters or m-type filters are a type of electronic filter designed using the image method. They were invented by Otto Zobel in the early 1920s.[1] This filter type was originally intended for use with telephone multiplexing and was an improvement on the existing constant k type filter.[2] The main problem being addressed was the need to achieve a better match of the filter into the terminating impedances. In general, all filters designed by the image method fail to give an exact match, but the m-type filter is a big improvement with suitable choice of the parameter m. The m-type filter section has a further advantage in that there is a rapid transition from the cut-off frequency of the pass band to a pole of attenuation just inside the stop band. Despite these advantages, there is a drawback with m-type filters; at 67 
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frequencies past the pole of attenuation, the response starts to rise again, and m-types have poor stop band rejection. For this reason, filters designed using m-type sections are often designed as composite filters with a mixture of k-type and m-type sections and different values of m at different points to get the optimum performance from both types. Derivation



m-derived series general filter half section



m-derived shunt low-pass filter half section.



The building block of m-derived filters, as with all image impedance filters, is the "L" network, called a half-section and composed of a series impedance Z, and a shunt admittance Y. The m-derived filter is a derivative of the constant k filter. The starting point of the design is the values of Z and Y derived from the constant k prototype and are given by



where k is the nominal impedance of the filter, or R0. The designer now multiplies Z and Y by an arbitrary constant m (0 < m < 1). There are two different kinds of m-derived section; series and shunt. To obtain the m-derived series half section, the designer determines the impedance that must be added to 1/mY to make the image impedance ZiT the same as the image impedance of the original constant k section. From the general formula for image impedance, the additional impedance required can be shown to be
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To obtain the m-derived shunt half section, an admittance is added to 1/mZ to make the image impedance ZiΠ the same as the image impedance of the original half section. The additional admittance required can be shown to be



The general arrangements of these circuits are shown in the diagrams to the right along with a specific example of a low pass section. A consequence of this design is that the m-derived half section will match a k-type section on one side only. Also, an m-type section of one value of m will not match another mtype section of another value of m except on the sides which offer the Zi of the k-type.[11] Operating frequency For the low-pass half section shown, the cut-off frequency of the m-type is the same as the k-type and is given by



The pole of attenuation occurs at;



From this it is clear that smaller values of m will produce closer to the cut-off frequency and hence will have a sharper cut-off. Despite this cut-off, it also brings the unwanted stop band response of the m-type closer to the cut-off frequency, making it more difficult for this to be filtered with subsequent sections. The value of m chosen is usually a compromise between these conflicting requirements. There is also a practical limit to how small m can be made due to the inherent resistance of the inductors. This has the effect of causing the pole of attenuation to be less deep (that is, it is no longer a genuinely infinite pole) and the slope of cut-off to be less steep. This effect becomes more marked as is brought closer to , and there ceases to be Image impedance
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m-derived prototype shunt low-pass filter ZiTm image impedance for various values of m. Values below cut-off frequency only shown for clarity. The following expressions for image impedances are all referenced to the low-pass prototype section. They are scaled to the nominal impedance R0 = 1, and the frequencies in those expressions are all scaled to the cutoff frequency ωc = 1. Series sections The image impedances of the series section are given by



and is the same as that of the constant k section



Shunt sections The image impedances of the shunt section are given by



and is the same as that of the constant k section



As with the k-type section, the image impedance of the m-type low-pass section is purely real below the cut-off frequency and purely imaginary above it. From the chart it can be seen that in the passband the closest impedance match to a constant pure resistance termination occurs at approximately m = 0.6 Transmission parameters
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m-Derived low-pass filter transfer function for a single half-section For an m-derived section in general the transmission parameters for a half-section are given by



and for n half-sections



For the particular example of the low-pass L section, the transmission parameters solve differently in three frequency bands. For



For



For the



the transmission is lossless:



the transmission parameters are



transmission parameters are
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4.4 Low pass, high pass composite filters. Prototype transformations The plots shown of image impedance, attenuation and phase change are the plots of a lowpass prototype filter section. The prototype has a cut-off frequency of ωc = 1 rad/s and a nominal impedance R0 = 1 Ω. This is produced by a filter half-section where L = 1 henry and C = 1 farad. This prototype can be impedance scaled and frequency scaled to the desired values. The low-pass prototype can also be transformed into high-pass, band-pass or bandstop types by application of suitable frequency transformations.[15] Cascading sections Several L half-sections may be cascaded to form a composite filter. Like impedance must always face like in these combinations. There are therefore two circuits that can be formed with two identical L half-sections. Where ZiT faces ZiT, the section is called a Π section. Where ZiΠ faces ZiΠ the section formed is a T section. Further additions of half-sections to either of these forms a ladder network which may start and end with series or shunt elements It should be born in mind that the characteristics of the filter predicted by the image method are only accurate if the section is terminated with its image impedance. This is usually not true of the sections at either end which are usually terminated with a fixed resistance. The further the section is from the end of the filter, the more accurate the prediction will become since the effects of the terminating impedances are masked by the intervening sections. It is usual to provide half half-sections at the ends of the filter with m = 0.6 as this value gives the flattest Zi in the passband and hence the best match in to a resistive termination. Crystal filter A crystal filter is a special form of quartz crystal used in electronics systems, in particular communications devices. It provides a very precisely defined centre frequency and very steep bandpass characteristics, that is a very high Q factor—far higher than can be obtained with conventional lumped circuits. A crystal filter is very often found in the intermediate frequency (IF) stages of high-quality radio receivers. Cheaper sets may use ceramic filters (which also exploit the piezoelectric effect), or tuned LC circuits. The use of a fixed IF stage frequency allows a crystal filter to be used because it has a very precise fixed frequency. 72 
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The most common use of crystal filters, is at frequencies of 9 MHz or 10.7 MHz to provide selectivity in communications receivers, or at higher frequencies as a roofing filter in receivers using up-conversion. Ceramic filters tend to be used at 10.7 MHz to provide selectivity in broadcast FM receivers, or at a lower frequency (455 kHz) as the second intermediate frequency filters in a communication receiver. Ceramic filters at 455 kHz can achieve similar bandwidths to crystal filters at 10.7 MHz.



UNIT - V WAVEGUIDES AND CAVITY RESONATORS 5.1 General Wave behaviors along uniform, Guiding structures Waveguides are used to transfer electromagnetic power efficiently from one point in space to another. Some common guiding structures are shown in the figure below. These include the typical coaxial cable, the two-wire and micro strip transmission lines, hollow conducting waveguides, and optical fibers. • In practice, the choice of structure is dictated by: (a) the desired operating frequency band, (b) the amount of power to be transferred, and (c) the amount of transmission losses that can be tolerated.



•



Coaxial cables are widely used to connect RF components. Their operation is practical for frequencies below 3 GHz. Above that the losses are too excessive. For example ,the attenuation might be 3 dB per 100 m at 100 MHz, but 10 dB/100 m at 1GHz, and50 dB/100 m at 10 GHz.



•



Their power rating is typically of the order of one kilowatt at100 MHz, but only 200 W at 2 GHz, being limited primarily because of the heating of the coaxial conductors and of the dielectric between the conductors (dielectric voltage breakdown is usually a secondary factor.) However, special short-length coaxial cables do exist that operate in the 40 GHz range.
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Another issue is the single-mode operation of the line. At higher frequencies, in order to prevent higher modes from being launched, the diameters of the coaxial conductors must be reduced, diminishing the amount of power that can be transmitted. Two-wire lines are not used at microwave frequencies because they are not shielded and can radiate. One typical use is for connecting indoor antennas to TV sets. Micro strip lines are used widely in microwave integrated circuits.



•



Rectangular Waveguides Next, we discuss in detail the case of a rectangular hollow waveguide with conducting walls, as shown in Fig. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the lengths a, b of the inner sides satisfy b ≤ a. The guide is typically filled with air, but any other dielectric material ε, µ may be assumed.



Wave propagation in free space. Free space is a region where these are nothing - the vacuum of outer space is a fair approximation for most purposes. There are no obstacles to get in the way, no gases to absorb energy, nothing to scatter the radio waves. Unless you are into space communications, free space is not something you are likely to encounter, but it is important to understand what happens to a radio wave when there is nothing to disturb it. In free space, a radio wave launched from a point in any given direction will propagate outwards from that point at the speed of light. The energy, carried by photons, will travel in a straight line, as there is nothing to prevent them doing so. For all practical purposes, a radio wave when launched carries on in a straight line forever traveling at the speed of light. Free space loss is not really a loss at all. It relates to the intensity of the wave at a distance from the source measured by some standard collector, like an antenna or a telescope. As the wave spreads out, the intensity becomes lower. Consider a radio wave source that radiates in all directions with equal intensity from a single point (like a light bulb). All the points at a given radius r from a single point form the surface of a sphere and the total energy is uniformly spread out over the area of this sphere (remember our source is radiating equally in all directions). So the amount of energy that can be collected over the section of the total area represented by our collector is proportional to the ratio of the "capture area" of our collector to the total area. The area of this sphere is proportional to the radius: Area = 74 
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The power per unit area is simply the total power divided by the total area. If the power is measured in watts this is: Watts / m2 = Total watts / total area in m2 This power is usually referred to as the power flux density: Power flux density = The amount of power collected by an ideal antenna is simply the power flux density multiplied by the effective capture area of the antenna Ae. Prx = Ae * Power Flux Density (watts) The effective capture area of an antenna is related to the gain of the antenna. If the Gain of the receiving antenna is Grx the following holds:



Normalising this to a receiver antenna of unity gain so Grx =1, the ratio of the received power to the transmitted power which is the proportion we "lose" on the path is called the free space loss represented by:



The electromagnetic waves that are guided along or over conducting or dielectric surface are called guided waves. Examples: Parallel wire, transmission lines Cut off frequency is the wavelength below which there is wave propagation and above which there is no wave propagation. Poynting’s theorem: Poynting’s theorem is a hugely important mathematical statement in electromagnetic that concerns the flow of power through space. Poynting's theorem is a statement of conservation of energy for the electromagnetic field, in the form of a partial differential equation. Poynting's theorem is analogous to the work-energy theorem in classical mechanics, and mathematically similar to the continuity equation, because it relates the energy stored in the electromagnetic field to the work done on a charge distribution (i.e. an electrically charged object), through energy flux.
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T wave polarization is defined by the time behavior of thhe electric fieeld of a TEM The M wave at a given poin nt in space. Inn other wordds, the state of o polarizatiion of a wavve is describeed by the geeometrical sh hape which the tip of thee electric fieeld vector drraws as a funnction of tim me at a giveen point in space. s Polariization is a fundamental characterisstic of a wavve, and everry wave hass a definite state of polarrization. 5.2 Transverse Electric waves



Electromagn E netic wavees, Transveerse Magneetic waves, Transversse



Consider the propagationn of an electtromagnetic wave throuugh a conduccting medium C m whichh obeys Ohm m's law:



Here,, form::



Where



is the coonductivity of the mediium. Maxweell's equationns for the wave w take thhe



is the dielecctric constannt of the meddium. It folloows, from thhe above equ uations, that



m Looking for a wave-llike solutionn of the form



n relation obtain the dispersion
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Consider a ``poorr'' conductorr for which yields



where



. In this lim mit, the dispeersion relatioon



i the refracttive index. S is Substitution into i Eq. (11990) gives



where



. Thus, we conclude thhat the ampplitude of an a electromaagnetic wavve and propagatiing through h a conducto or decays exxponentiallyy on some llength-scale,, , which is termed th he skin-depthh. Consider a ``good'' coonductor for which dispersioon relation yiields



. In this limit, thhe



It can bee seen that the skin-deepth for a ggood conducctor decreasses with inccreasing wavve frequencyy. The fact that indicates that the wave only penetrates a few waveelengths in nto the condductor beforee decaying aaway. Now the t power per unit volum me dissipateed via ohmic heating in a conductinng medium taakes the form m



magnetic waave of the foorm. The meean power ddissipated peer unit area in i Considerr an electrom the regionn



is written
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or. Now, thee mean elecctromagneticc power fluxx into the reegion For a goood conducto takes the form



magnetic wave propag gating throuugh a cond ductor decayys The ampplitude of an electrom exponenttially on som me length-scaale, which iss termed the skin-depth. The skin-depth for a pooor conductoor is indepenndent of the frequency oof the wave. For a poor cconductor, in ndicating that the wavee penetrates many m wave-lengths into the conducttor before deecaying awayy. Waveguiide’s equatiions: Accordin ng to Ampere’s law and Faraday’s laaw, we obtaiin H x0 = −



E x0 = −



∂H z0 ∂E z0 ∂H z0 ∂E z0 1 1 0 , + ( γ − j ωε ) H = − ( γ j ωε ) y ∂y ∂x ∂y ∂x h2 h2



∂E z0 ∂H z0 ∂H z0 ∂E z0 1 1 2 =γ2+k2, − jωµ (γ + jωµ ω ) , E y0 = − 2 (γ ) , where h = 2 ∂y ∂y ∂x ∂x h h



K K K K K ⎧⎪∇ t2 E + (γ 2 + k 2 ) E = 0 = [∇ t2 + h 2 ]E ⎧⎪∇ 2 E + k 2 E = 0 and ⎨ 2 K ⇒⎨ K K K K ⎪⎩∇ H + k 2 H = 0 ⎪⎩∇ t2 H + (γ 2 + k 2 ) H = 0 = [∇ t2 + h 2 ]H



Case 1TE EM mode:E Ez=Hz=0 2 h 2 = 0 = γ TEM + k 2 ⇒ γ TEM = jkk = jω µε , v p =



Z TEM =



E x0 jωµ γ TEEM = = = jωε ω H y0 γ TEM



1



µε



K K µ a H = 1 zˆ × E = η and Z TEM ε



Note: All A frequenciies make γTEM is pure imaginary ⇒ TEM wavve can proppagate at anny T frequencyy, no cutoff Case 2TM M mode:Hz=0, = Ez≠0 andd ▽t2Ez+h2Ez=0 0 jωε ∂E z0 jωε ∂E z0 γ ∂E z0 E 0 = − γ ∂E z 0 0 , , , − H = H = 2 Ex = − 2 y y h 2 ∂y h 2 ∂x h ∂x h ∂y 0 x



⇒ Z TM



K K E y0 1 E x0 jωµ ω γ ( zˆ × E ) = 0 =− 0 = (≠ ) and H = Z TM jωε γ Hy Hx
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γ = h2 − k 2 = h 1− (



h f 2 ) , where f c = fc 2π µε



Case 3TE mode:Ez=0, Hz≠0 and ▽t2Hz+h2Hz=0 H x0 = −



⇒ Z TE =



γ ∂H z0 h 2 ∂x



, H y0 = −



γ ∂H z0 h2



jωµ ∂H z0 ∂H z0 0 , E x0 = − jωµ , E = y ∂y h 2 ∂x h 2 ∂y



E y0 E x0 jωµ γ and EK = − Z ( zˆ × HK ) =− 0 = (≠ ) TE 0 γ jωε Hy Hx



If f>fc, γ = jβ = jk 1 − (



⇒ Z TE =



fc 2 f ) = jω µε 1 − ( c ) 2 f f



η 1 − ( fc / f )



2



, vp =



1



µε 1 − ( f c / f ) 2



General Guided Wave Solutions: 79 
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General solutions to the fields associated with the waves that propagate on a guiding structure using Maxwell’s equations. Assume the following about the guiding structure: (1) the guiding structure is infinitely long, oriented along the zaxis, and uniform along its length. (2) the guiding structure is constructed from ideal materials (conductors are PEC and insulators are lossless). (3) fields are time-harmonic. The fields of the guiding structure must satisfy the source free Maxwell’s equations given by



For a wave propagating along the guiding structure in the z-direction, the associated electric and magnetic fields may be written as



The vectors e(x,y) and h(x,y) represent the transverse field components of the wave while vectors ez(x,y)az and hz(x,y)az are the longitudinal components of the wave. By expanding the curl operator in rectangular coordinates, and noting that the derivatives of the transverse components with respect to z can be evaluated as



Equate the vector components on each side of the equation to write the six components of the electric and magnetic field as
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Equations (1) and (2) are valid for any wave (guided or unguided) propagating in the z-direction in a source-free region with a propagation constant of jâ. We may use Equations (1) and (2) to solve for the longitudinal field components in terms of the transverse field components.



where kc is the cutoff wavenumber defined by



The cutoff wavenumber for the wave guiding structure is determined by the wavenumber of the insulating medium through which the wave propagates (k = ù %ì&å& ) and the propagation constant for the structure (jâ). The equations for the transverse
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components of the fields are valid for all of the modes defined previously. These transverse field component equations can be specialized for each one of these guided structure modes. TEM Mode: Using the general equations for the transverse fields of guided waves [Equation (3)], we see that the transverse fields of a TEM mode (defined by Ez = Hz = 0) are non-zero only when kc = 0. When the cutoff wavenumber of the TEM mode is zero, an indeterminant form of (0/0) results for each of the transverse field equations



A zero-valued cutoff wave number yields the following:



The first equation above shows that the phase constant â of the TEM mode on a guiding structure is equivalent to the phase constant of a plane wave propagating in a region characterized by the same medium between the conductors of the guiding structure. The second equation shows that the cutoff frequency of a TEM mode is 0 Hz. This means that TEM modes can be propagated at any non-zero frequency assuming the guiding structure can support a TEM mode. Relationships between the transverse fields of the TEM mode can be determined by returning to the source-free Maxwell’s equation results for guided waves [Equations (1) and (2)] and setting Ez = Hz = 0 and â = k.
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Note that the ratios of the TEM electric and magnetic field components define wave impedances which are equal to those of equivalent plane waves.



The previous results can combined to yield



The fields of the TEM mode must also satisfy the respective wave equation:



Where
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In rectangular coordinates, the vector Laplacian operator is



By separating the rectangular coordinate components in the wave equation, we find that each of the field components F 0 (Ex, Ey, Hx, Hy) must then satisfy the same equation [Helmholtz equation].



so that the TEM field components must satisfy



This result can be written in compact form as
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where Lt defines the transverse Laplacian operator which in rectangular 2 coordinates is



According to the previous result, the transverse fields of the TEM mode must satisfy Laplace’s equation with boundary conditions defined by the conductor geometry of the guiding structure, just like the static fields which would exist on the guiding structure for f = 0. Thus, the TEM transverse field vectors e( x,y) and h( x,y) are identical to the static fields for the transmission line. This allows us to solve for the static fields of a given guiding structure geometry (Laplace’s equation) to determine the fields of the TEM mode. TE Modes: The transverse fields of TE modes are found by simplifying the general guided wave equations in (3) with Ez = 0. The resulting transverse fields for TE modes are



The cutoff wavenumber kc must be non-zero to yield bounded solutions for the transverse field components of TE modes. This means that we must operate the guiding structure above the corresponding cutoff frequency for the particular TE mode to propagate. Note that all of the transverse field components of the TE modes can be determined once the single longitudinal component (Hz) is found. The longitudinal field component Hz must satisfy the wave equation so that
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Given the basic form of the guided wave magnetic field



we may write



The equation above represents a reduced Helmholtz equation which can be solved for hz(x,y) based on the boundary conditions of the guiding structure geometry. Once hz(x,y) is found, the longitudinal magnetic field is known, and all of the transverse field components are found by evaluating the derivatives in Equation (4). The wave impedance for TE modes is found from Equation (4):



Note that the TE wave impedance is a function of frequency. TM Modes The transverse fields of TM modes are found by simplifying the general guided wave equations in (3) with Hz = 0. The resulting transverse fields for TM modes are
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The cutoff wavenumber kc must also be non-zero to yield bounded solutions for the transverse field components of TM modes so that we must operate the guiding structure above the corresponding cutoff frequency for the particular TMmode to propagate. Note that all of the transverse field components of the TMmodes can be determined once the single longitudinal component (Ez) is found. The longitudinal field component Ez must satisfy the wave equation so that



Given the basic form of the guided wave electric field



we may write



The equation above represents a reduced Helmholtz equation which can be solved for ez(x,y) based on the boundary conditions of the guiding structure geometry. Once ez(x,y) is found, the longitudinal magnetic field is known, and all of the transverse field components are found by evaluating the derivatives in Equation (5). The wave impedance for TM modes is found from Equation (5):
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Note that the TM wave impedance is also a function of frequency. 5.3 TM and TE wave between parallel plates Parallel Plate Waveguide The parallel plate waveguide is formed by two conducting plates of width w separated by a distance d as shown below. This “waveguide” can support TEM, TE and TM modes.



The following assumptions are made in the determination of the various modes on the parallel plate waveguide: (1) The waveguide is infinite in length (no reflections). (2) The waveguide conductors are PEC’s and the dielectric is lossless. (3) The plate width is much larger than the plate separation (w >> d) so that the variation of the fields with respect to x may be neglected. Parallel Plate Waveguide TEM Mode We have previously shown that the transverse fields of the TEM mode on a general wave guiding structure are equal to the corresponding static fields of the structure. The electrostatic field of the parallel plate waveguide (w >> d) is equivalent to that found in the ideal parallel plate capacitor. Transmission Lines and Waveguides Given a particular conductor geometry for a transmission line or waveguide, only certain patterns of electric and magnetic fields (modes) can exist for propagating waves. These codes must be solutions to the governing differential equation (wave equation) while satisfying the appropriate boundary conditions for the fields. Transmission line • Two or more conductors (two wire, coaxial, etc.). • Can define a unique current and voltage and characteristic impedance along the line (use circuit equations).
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Waveguide • Typically one enclosed conductor (rectangular, circular, etc.). • Cannot define a unique voltage and current along the waveguide (must use field equations.) The propagating modes along the transmission line or waveguide may be classified according to which field components are present or not present in the wave. The field components in the direction of wave propagation are defined as longitudinal components while those perpendicular to the direction of propagation are defined as transverse components. Assuming the transmission line or waveguide is oriented with its axis along the z-axis (direction of wave propagation), the modes may be classified as (1) Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) modes - the electric and magnetic fields are transverse to the direction of wave propagation with no longitudinal components [Ez = Hz = 0]. TEM modes cannot exist on single conductor guiding structures. TEM modes are sometimes called transmission line modes since they are the dominant modes on transmission lines. Plane waves can also be classified as TEM modes. Quasi-TEM modes - modes which approximate true TEM modes when the frequency is sufficiently small.



(2) Transverse electric (TE) modes - the electric field is transverse to the direction of propagation (no longitudinal electric field component) while the magnetic field has both transverse and longitudinal components [Ez = 0, Hz . 0]. (3) Transverse magnetic (TM) modes - the magnetic field is transverse to the direction of propagation (no longitudinal magnetic field component) while the electric field has both transverse and longitudinal components [Hz = 0, Ez . 0].



TE and TM modes are commonly referred to as waveguide modes since they are the only modes which can exist in an enclosed guiding structure. TE and TM modes are characterized by a cutoff frequency below which they do not propagate. TE and TM modes can exist on transmission lines but are generally undesirable. Transmission lines are typically operated at frequencies below the cutoff frequencies of TE and TM modes so that only the TEM mode exists. (4) Hybrid modes (EH or HE modes) - both the electric andmagnetic fields have longitudinal components [Hz . 0, Ez . 0]. The longitudinal electric field is dominant in the EH mode while the longitudinal magnetic field is dominant in the HE mode. Hybrid modes are commonly found in waveguides with inhomogeneous dielectrics and optical fibers. 89 
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5.4 TM and TE waves in Rectangular wave guides • For a rectangular waveguide. a) The dominant mode is TE01 • For a circular waveguide, b) The dominant mode is TE11



Case 1 TMmn modes:Hz=0, E z ( x, y , z ) = E z0 ( x , y )e − γz



(∇t2 + h2 )Ez0 ( x, y) = 0 ⇒ (



∂2 ∂2 + h 2 )Ez0 ( x, y) = 0 , + ∂x 2 ∂y 2



E z0 ( x, y ) = 0 atx=0, a, and y=0, b



Eigenvalues: h 2 = (



mπ 2 nπ mπx nπy ) + ( ) 2 , E z0 ( x, y ) = E 0 sin( ) sin( ) a b a b



Waveguide’s equations ⇒



γ mπ γ nπ mπ nπ mπ nπ ⎧ 0 0 ⎪⎪Ex (x, y) = − h2 ( a )E0 cos( a x) sin( b y), Ey (x, y) = − h2 ( b )E0 sin( a x) cos( b y) ⎨ ⎪H 0 (x, y) = jωε ( nπ )E sin(mπ x) cos(nπ y), H 0 (x, y) = − jωε ( mπ )E cos(mπ x) sin(nπ y) x 0 y 0 a b a b h2 b h2 a ⎩⎪



γ = jβ = j ω 2 µε − (



mπ 2 nπ 2 ) − ( ) . Note:TMmn mode, neither m nor n can be zero. a b



Cutoff frequency: ( f c ) TM mn =



1 2 µε



m n ( )2 + ( )2 a b



In case of f>fc: waves can propagate, else if f
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⎧ ∂H z0 = 0 (or E y = 0) ⎪ x = 0, a ∂2 ∂2 ( 2 + 2 + h 2 ) H z0 ( x, y) = 0 , ⎪⎨ ∂x 0 at y = 0, b ∂x ∂y ⎪ ∂H z = 0 (or E = 0) x ⎪⎩ ∂y



⇒ H z0 ( x, y) = H 0 cos( mπx ) cos( nπy ) a



b



Waveguide’s equations ⇒



jωµ nπ mπ nπ jωµ mπ mπ nπ ⎧ 0 0 ⎪⎪Ex (x, y) = h2 ( b )H0 cos( a x) sin( b y), Ey (x, y) = − h2 ( a )H0 sin( a x) cos( b y) ⎨ ⎪H 0 (x, y) = γ ( mπ )H sin(mπ x) cos(nπ y), H 0 (x, y) = γ ( nπ )H cos(mπ x) sin(nπ y) 0 y 0 ⎪⎩ x a b a b h2 a h2 b where γ = j ω 2 µε − (



mπ 2 nπ 2 ) − ( ) and ( f c ) TE a b



mn



=



1 2 µε



(



m 2 n ) + ( )2 a b



In case of 2b>a>b, the fundamental mode of the rectangular waveguide is TE10 mode. It has v 1 = ( Hz ) the lowest cutoff frequency ( f c ) TE10 = 2a µε 2a Example 1: Calculate and compare the values of β, vp, vg, λg and TE10 Z for a 2.5cm×1.5cm rectangular waveguide operating at 7.5GHz. if the waveguide is hollow. (Sol.) µ=µ0,ε=ε0, ( f c )TE10 =



β = ω µε ⋅ 1 − (



f 1 1 = 6 ×109 Hz , 1 − ( c ) 2 =0.6 f 2a µε



fc 2 ) =94.25rad/m, v p = f



λg=vp/f=0.067m, Z TE10 =



120π 1− ( fc f )



2



1



µε



⋅



1 1 − ( fc f )



=628.3Ω, v g =



1



µε



2



= 5×108 m/s



⋅ 1− (



fc 2 8 ) =1.8×10 m/s f



Example 2: An air-filled a×b (b
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(a) ( f c ) TE10 =



1



, ( f c ) TE01 =



2a µε



(1 2b µε ) − 3 × 10 9 (1 2b µε )



1 2b µε



,



3 × 10 9 − (1 2 a µε ) (1 2 a µε )



> 20 % ,



> 20 % ⇒ a ≥ 0.06m , b ≤ 0.04m , and a


(b) Choose a=0.065m, b=0.035m, ( f c ) TE10 = 2.3 × 10 9 ( Hz) , 1 − (



β = ω µε ⋅ 1 − (



λg =



vp f



fc 2 ) = 40.15rad / m , v p = f



= 0.157m , Z TE10 = η 0



1



µε



⋅



1 1 − ( fc f )



2



fc 2 ) = 0.679 , f = 4.7 × 10 8 m / s ,



1 − ( f c f ) 2 = 120π / 0.639 = 590 Ω



Example 3: A 3cm×1.5cm rectangular waveguide operating at 6GHz has a dielectric discontinuity between medium 1 (µ0,ε0) and medium 2 (µ0,4ε0). (a) Find the SWR in the free-space region. (b) Find the length and the permittivity of a quarter wave section to achieve a match between two media. (Sol.) For TE10 mode, f c1 = Z1 = µ 0 ε 0



1 1 1 1 = 5 ×109 Hz , f c2 = = 2.5 ×109 Hz 2a µ 0ε 0 2a µ0 4ε 0



1 − ( f c1 f ) 2 = 682 Ω , Z 2 = µ 0 4ε 0



1 − ( f c 2 f ) 2 = 207 Ω



1+ Γ



Z − Z1 ⇒Γ= 2 = −0.5337 ⇒ SWR= 1− Γ =3.289 Z 2 + Z1



f c3 =



1 1 and Z 3 = µ 0 ε r ε 0 2a µ0ε r ε 0



1 − ( f c 3 f ) 2 = Z 1 Z 2 ⇒ εr=1.6995



d=λ3/4=vp3/4f=1.24685×10-2m Example 4: Write the instantaneous field expressions for the TM11 mode in a rectangular waveguide of sides a and b. (b) Sketch the electric and magnetic field lines in a typical xyplane and in a typical yz-plane. (c) Attenuation of the rectangular waveguide 92 
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(a) β π



π



β π



π



π



2



π



π



E z ( x, y, z; t ) = E0 sin( x) sin( y) cos(ωt − βz) , a b H y ( x, y , z; t ) =



ωε π



π



π



( ) E 0 cos( x ) sin( y ) sin(ωt − β z ) , a b h2 a



(b) (



π



( ) E 0 cos( x ) sin( y ) sin(ωt − β z ) , E y ( x, y, z; t ) = 2 ( ) E0 sin( x) cos( y ) sin(ωt − βz ) , a b a b h b h a



E x ( x, y , z; t ) =



In



a



typical



H x ( x, y , z; t ) = −



( ) E 0 sin( x ) cos( y ) sin(ωt − β z ) , b a b



ωε π h2



π



π



where β = k 2 − h 2 = ω 2 µε − ( π ) 2 − ( π ) 2 a



xy-plane,



(



b



π π dy a ) E = tan( x ) cot( y ) dx b a b



,



dy b π π ) H = − cot( x ) tan( y ) dx a a b



(c) Attenuationin the rectangular waveguide: α=αd +αc, where α d =



ση 2 1 − ( fc f )2



and α c =



PL ( z ) . 2 P( z )



Consider TE10 mode: P( z ) = ∫



b



0



a



1



∫ − 2 (E 0



0 y



b a 1 )( H x0 ) * dxdy = ωµβ ( ) 2 H 02 ∫ 0 π 2



a



∫ sin 0



2



aH π ( x)dxdy = ωµβab( 0 ) 2 and a 2π



K K ⎧ J s0 ( x = 0) = J s0 ( x = a) = − yˆ y H z0 ( x = 0) = − yˆH 0 ⎪ K0 ⎨ K0 π βa π 0 0 H 0 sin( x) ⎪ J s ( y = 0) = − J s ( y = b) = xˆH z ( y = 0) − zˆH x ( y = 0) = xˆH 0 cos( x) − zˆ a a π ⎩ b



PL ( z) = 2[ PL ( z)]x=0 + 2[ PL ( z)] y=0 , [ PL ( z )] x = 0 = ∫ 0 and [ PL ( z )] y = 0 = ∫



a



0



2 b 1 0 J s ( x = 0) R s dy = H 02 R s 2 2



2 2 βa 1 0 a [ J sx ( y = 0) + J sx0 ( y = 0) ]R s dx = [1 + ( ) 2 ]H 02 R s π 2 4



βa ⎫ a f ⎧ a ⇒ PL ( z) = ⎨b + [1 + ( ) 2 ]⎬H 02 Rs = [b + ( c ) 2 ]H 02 Rs π ⎭ 2 f ⎩ 2 (α c ) TE10 =



Rs [1 + (2b a)( f c f ) 2 ]



ηb 1 − ( f c f ) 2



=



πfµ c 1 2b f πf µ c [1 + ( c ) 2 ] , R s = 2 ηb σ c [1 − ( f c f ) ] a f σc
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Similar approach ⇒ (α c ) TM = 11



2Rs [(b a 2 ) + (a b 2 )]



ηab 1 − ( f c f ) 2 [(1 a 2 ) + (1 b 2 )]



⎧ ⎧ ⎪ ⎪⎪ 2Rs f 1 b f ⎪(α c ) TE mn = ⋅ ⎨1 + ( )( c ) 2 + [ − ( c ) 2 ] ⋅ 2 a f f ⎪ ηb 1 − ( f c f ) 2 ⎪ ⎪⎩ ⎪⎪ ⎨ b ⎪ m2 ( )3 + n2 ⎪ 2 Rs a ⋅ ⎪(α c ) TM mn = 2 b 2 ηb 1 − ( f c f ) m ( ) 2 + n 2 ⎪ ⎪⎩ a



⎫ b b 2 ( m + n2 )⎪ ⎪ a a ⎬ b2 2 2 ⎪ m n + ⎪⎭ a2



Example 5: A TE10 wave at 10GHz propagates in a brass σc=1.57×107(S/m) rectangular waveguide with inner dimensions a=1.5cm and b=0.6cm, which is filled with εr=2.25, µr=1, loss tangent=4×10-4. Determine (a) the phase constant, (b) the guide wavelength, (c) the phase velocity, (d) the wave impedance, (e) the attenuation constant due to loss in the dielectric, and (f) the attenuation constant due to loss in the guide walls.



v 3 ×108 2 ×108 λ= = = = 0.02m f 1010 2.25 ×1010



v 2 × 108 = = 0.667 × 1010 Hz 2a 2 × (1.5 × 10−2 )



fc =



β=



ω



λg =



v



1− (



fc 2 ) = 234rad / m f



λ 1 − ( fc f )2



= 0.0268 m
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vp =



1 − ( fc f )2 µ ε



Z TE10 =



1 − ( fc f )2



= 2.68 × 10 8 m / s



= 337 .4(Ω )



σ = 4 × 10 −4 ωε = 5 × 10 −4 S / m



αd = Rs =



αc =



σ 2



Z TE10 = 0.084 Np / m = 0.73dB / m



πf µ c = 0.05101(Ω ) σc Rs [1 + (2b a )( f c f ) 2 ]



ηb 1 − ( f c f ) 2



= 0.0526 Np / m = 0.457 dB / m



Example 6: An air-filled rectangular waveguide made of copper and having transverse dimensions a=7.20cm and b=3.40cm operates at a frequency 3GHz in the dominant mode. Find (a) fc, (b) λg, (c) αc, and (d) the distance over which the field intensities of the propagating wave will be attenuated by 50%. 1 = 2.083GHz < 3GHz (Sol.) σc=5.8×107S/m (a) ( f c )TE10 = 2a µε (b) λ g =



λ 1− ( fc f )2



(c) (αc )TE10 =



= 0.109m



πfµc 1 2b f ⋅ [1 + ( c ) 2 ] = 2.26×10−3 N p / m 2 ηb σ c [1 − ( f c f ) a f



(d) 0.5 = e −α d ⇒ d = 307 .25 m c



Example 7: An average power of 1kW at 10GHz is to be delivered to an antenna at the TE10 mode by an air-filled rectangular copper waveguide 1m long and having sides a=2.25cm and b=1.00cm. Find (a) the attenuation constant due to conductor losses, (b) the maximum values of the electric and magnetic field intensities within the waveguide, (c) the maximum value of the surface current density on the conducting walls, (d) the total amount of average power dissipated in the waveguide. (Sol.)
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1



( f c ) TE10 =



2a µε



= 6 × 10 9 ( Hz )



f = 10 × 10 9 Hz 1− (



fc 2 ) = 0.7454 f



(α c )TE10 =



πfµ c 1 2b f ⋅ ⋅ [1 + ( c ) 2 ] = 0.13Np / m 2 a f ηb σ c [1 − ( f c f ) ]



P = ωµβ ab (



aH 0 2 ) 2π



β = ω µε ⋅ 1 − ( f c f ) 2 = 156.1rad / m π



h2 = ( )2 a ⇒ 1000 = 3.56×10−2 H 02 ⇒ H 0 = 167A / m ⇒ Emax = E y0 ( x, y)



H x0 ( x, y )



max



H z0 ( x, y )



max



=



max



=



ωµ π



⋅ H 0 = 94800V / m h2 a



βa H 0 = 187 .4 A / m π



= H 0 = 167 A / m



If at input end, all factor×e0.13 (=1.138)



5.5 Bessel’s differential equation and Bessel function & TM and TE waves in Circular wave guides A circular waveguide is a hollow metallic tube with circular cross section for propagating the electromagnetic waves by continuous reflections from the surfaces or walls of the guide. The circular waveguides are avoided because of the following reasons:
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a) The frequency difference between the lowest frequency on the dominant mode and the next mode is smaller than in a rectangular waveguide, with b/a= 0.5 b) The circular symmetry of the waveguide may reflect on the possibility of the wave not maintaining its polarization throughout the length of the guide. c) For the same operating frequency, circular waveguide is bigger in size than a rectangular waveguide.



Circular waveguide’s equations:



∂E z ωµ ∂H z ∂H z j j ωε ∂E z ⎧ ⎪ E r = − h 2 [ β ∂r + r ∂φ ], H r = h 2 [ r ∂φ − β ∂r ] ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ E = j [ − β ∂E z + ωµ ∂H z ], H = − j [ωε ∂E z + β ∂H z ] φ ⎪⎩ φ h 2 r ∂φ r ∂φ ∂r ∂r h2



Case 1 TMnp modes: Hz=0, and ▽t2Ez+h2Ez=0



⇒



1 ∂ ∂E z 1 ∂ 2 Ez (r )+ 2 + h 2 Ez = 0 2 r ∂r ∂r r ∂φ



Ez0 (r,φ ) = Cn J n (hr) cosnφ and E z ( r , φ , z ) = E z0 ( r , φ )e − γz ⎧ 0 ⎪⎪ E r = − ⇒⎨ ⎪H 0 = − ⎪⎩ r



jβ n jβ C n J ' n ( hr ) cos n φ , E φ0 = 2 C n J n ( hr ) sin n φ h r h j ωε n j ωε 0 C n J ' n ( hr ) cos n φ C n J n ( hr ) sin n φ , H φ = − 2 h h r



E z0 = H z0 = 0 at r=a and h2=γ2+k2 h fulfills Jn(ha)=0 (the first root of J0(x) is 2.405) 97 
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For TM01 mode, cutoff frequency: ( f c ) TM 01 =



hTM 01 2π µε



=



0.383 a µε



hTM 01 =



2.405 a



Note: h fulfills the pth root of Jn(ha)=0 for TMnp mode, and h fulfills the pth root of J’n(ha)=0 for TEnp mode Case 2 TEnp modes: Ez=0, ▽t2Hz+h2Hz=0 ⇒ H z (r,φ ) = C' n J n (hr) cosnφ 0



Waveguide’s equations jβ n jβ ⎧ 0 0 ⎪⎪ H r = − h C ' n J ' n ( hr ) cos nφ , H φ = h 2 r C ' n J n ( hr ) sin nφ ⇒⎨ ⎪ E 0 = jωµn C ' J ( hr ) sin nφ , E 0 = − jωµ C ' J ' ( hr ) cos nφ r n n φ n n h h2r ⎩⎪



∂H z0 = 0 at r=a h fulfills J’n(ha)=0 (the first root of J’1(x) is 1.841) E = 0, ∂r 0 z



Cutoff frequency of TE11 mode: ( f c ) TE11 =



hTE11 2π µε



=



0.293 a µε



hTE11 =



1.841 a



Note: TE11 mode is the fundament (dominant) mode of a circular waveguide.



The possible TM modes in a circular waveguide are: TM01, TM02, TM11, TM12. The root values for the TM modes are: 98 
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• (ha)01 = 2.405 for TM01 • (ha)02 = 5.53 for TM02 • (ha)11 = 3.85 for TM11 • (ha)12 = 7.02 for TM12 The dominant mode for a circular waveguide is defined as the lowest order mode having the lowest root value. The possible TE modes in a circular waveguide are: TE01, TE02, TE11, TE12. The root values for the TE modes are: • (ha)01 = 3.85 for TE01 • (ha)02 = 7.02 for TE02 • (ha)11 = 1.841 for TE11 • (ha)12 = 5.53 for TE12 The dominant mode for TE waves in a circular waveguide is the TE11.v. Because it has the lowest root value of 1.841. Since the root value of TE11 is lower than TM01, TE11 is the dominant or the lowest order mode for a circular waveguide. Problem: A 10GHz signal is to be transmitted inside a hollow circular conducting pipe. Determine the inside diameter of the pipe such that its lowest cutoff frequency is 20% below this signal frequency. (b) If the pipe is to operate at 15GHz, what waveguide modes can propagate in the pipe? (Sol.) (a) ( f c )TE11 = (b)



0.293 0.879 = ×108 ( Hz ) , 10 × (1-20%)=8, 2a=0.022m. a a µ 0ε 0



fc of waveguide with a=0.011(m) is =8GHz


( f c )TM01 =



( f c )TE21 =



2.405 2πa µ0ε 0 3.054



2πa µ0ε 0



= 10.45(GHz)



=13.27(GHz)



Applications of circular waveguide. • Circular waveguides are used as attenuators and phase-shifters
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5.7 Rectangular and circular cavity resonators



Resonator is a tuned circuit which resonates at a particular frequency at which the energy stored in the electric field is equal to the energy stored in the magnetic field. Resonant frequency of microwave resonator is the frequency at which the energy in the resonator attains maximum value. i.e., twice the electric energy or magnetic energy. At low frequencies upto VHF (300 MHz), the resonator is made up of the reactive elements or the lumped elements like the capacitance and the inductance. The inductance and the capacitance values are too small as the frequency is increased beyond the VHF range and hence difficult to realize. Transmission line resonator can be built using distributed elements like sections of coaxial lines. The coaxial lines are either opened or shunted at the end sections thus confining the electromagnetic energy within the section and acts as the resonant circuit having a natural resonant frequency. At very high frequencies transmission line resonator does not give very high quality factor Q due to skin effect and radiation loss. So, transmission line resonator is not used as microwave resonator. The performance parameters of microwave resonator are: (i) Resonant frequency (ii) Quality factor (iii) Input impedance Quality Factor of a Resonator.: • The quality factor Q is a measure of frequency selectivity of the resonator. • It is defined as Q = 2 x Maximum energy stored / Energy dissipated per cycle = W / P Where, a. W is the maximum stored energy b. P is the average power loss



The methods used for constructing a resonator:



The resonators are built by, a) Using lumped elements like L and C b) Using distributed elements like sections of coaxial lines c) Using rectangular or circular waveguide
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There are two types of cavity resonators. a) Rectangular cavity resonator b) Circular cavity resonator Rectangular or circular cavities can be used as microwave resonators because they have natural resonant frequency and behave like a LCR circuit. Cavity resonator can be represented by a LCR circuit as: • The electromagnetic energy is stored in the entire volume of the cavity in the form of electric and magnetic fields. • The presence of electric field gives rise to a capacitance value and the presence of magnetic field gives rise to a inductance value and the finite conductivity in the walls gives rise to loss along the walls giving rise to a resistance value. • Thus the cavity resonator can be represented by a equivalent LCR circuit and have a natural resonant frequency. * Cavity resonators are formed by placing the perfectly conducting sheets on the rectangular or circular waveguide on the two end sections and hence all the sides are surrounded by the conducting walls thus forming a cavity. * The electromagnetic energy is confined within this metallic enclosure and they acts as resonant circuits.



Case 1 TMmnp mode:Hz=0, neither m nor n =0, p can be 0.
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pπ nπ mπ ⎧ ⎪ E z ( x, y, z ) = E 0 sin( a x) sin( b y ) cos( d z ) ⎪ ⎪ E ( x, y, z ) = − 1 ( mπ )( pπ ) E cos( mπ x) sin( nπ y ) sin( pπ z ) 0 ⎪ x d b a d h2 a ⎪ 1 nπ pπ mπ nπ pπ ⎪ ) E 0 sin( x) cos( y ) sin( z) ⎨ E y ( x, y, z ) = − 2 ( )( b d a b d h ⎪ pπ nπ mπ jωε nπ ⎪ ⎪ H x ( x, y, z ) = h 2 ( b ) E 0 sin( a x) cos( b y ) cos( d z ) ⎪ ⎪ H ( x, y, z ) = − jωε ( mπ ) E cos( mπ x) sin( nπ y ) cos( pπ z ) 0 ⎪⎩ y d b a a h2 Where, h 2 = (



mπ 2 nπ pπ 2 ) + ( )2 + ( ) a b d



pπ nπ mπ ⎧ ⎪ H z ( x, y, z ) = H 0 cos( a x) cos( b y ) sin( d z ) ⎪ ⎪ E ( x, y, z ) = jωµ ( nπ ) H cos( mπ x) sin( nπ y ) sin( pπ z ) 0 ⎪ x d b a h2 b ⎪ pπ nπ mπ jωµ mπ ⎪ ) H 0 sin( z) y ) sin( x) cos( ⎨ E y ( x, y , z ) = − 2 ( d b a a h ⎪ 1 mπ pπ pπ nπ mπ ⎪ ⎪ H x ( x, y, z ) = − h 2 ( a )( d ) H 0 sin( a x) cos( b y ) cos( d z ) ⎪ ⎪ H ( x, y, z ) = − 1 ( nπ )( pπ ) H cos( mπ x) sin( nπ y ) cos( pπ z ) 0 ⎪⎩ y d b a d h2 b Both have the same resonant frequency (degenerate modes): fmnp=



1



m n p ⋅ ( )2 +( )2 +( )2 2 µε a b d



Note:TE101 mode is the dominant mode of the rectangular resonator in case of a>b


Circular Cavity Resonators:
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For an air-filled circular cylindrical cavity resonator of radius a and length d. The resonant frequencies are,



( f r )TMmnp =



( fr )TEmnp =



1



(



2π µε 1



(



2π µε



X mn 2 pπ 2 ) + ( ) , where Jm(Xmn)=0 a d



X'mn 2 pπ 2 ) +( ) , where J’m(X’mn)=0 a d



In case of 2d>2a>d, the dominant mode of the circular cylindrical cavity is TM010 mode: E z = C 0 J 0 (hr ) = C 0 J 0 (



jC jC 0 2.405 2.405 J1 ( r) r ) , H φ = − 0 J ' 0 (hr ) = a η0 η0 a



ωW



Quality factor of the TM010 mode: QTM 010 =



W = 2We =



ε0



E 2 ∫



2 z



dv =



ε 0 C0



v



{



2



a



(2πd ) ∫ J 02 ( 0



}



PL



.



2.405 a r )rdr = (πε 0 d )C 02 [ J 12 (2.405)] a 2



{



a a 2 2 Rs 2 2 2∫ J r 2πrdr + (2πad ) J z = πRs 2∫ H φ rdr + (ad ) H φ (r = a) 0 2 0 2 2 πR C ⎧ a 2.405 ⎫ πaRs C 0 r )dr + (ad ) J 12 (2.405)⎬ = (a + d ) J 12 (2.405) = s 2 0 ⎨2∫ J 12 ( 2 a η0 ⎩ 0 η ⎭ 0



PL =



⇒ QTM 010 = (



( f r )TM 010 =



η0 Rs



)



}



2.405 2(1 + a / d )



2.405 0.115 = ×109 Hz a 2πa µ 0ε 0
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Excitations of Waveguides



The basic configurations of coaxial resonators are: a) Quarter wave coaxial cavity b) Half wave coaxial cavity c) Capacitance end coaxial cavity The dominant mode of a rectangular resonator depends on the dimensions of the cavity. For, b


0.115 ×10 9 = 10 ×10 9 , a = 1.15 × 10 −2 m , a



d=2a=2.30cm. (b) Rs = Q=(



πfµ0 π ×1010 ×(4π10−7 ) = = 2.61×102 (Ω) 7 σ 5.80×10



2.405 120π ) = 11,580. −2 2.61× 10 2(1 + 1 / 2) 104 
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